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RESUMO 

 

Os aços com teores elevados de Mn, Si e Al apresentam uma boa conformabilidade 

aliada a uma elevada resistência mecânica. Este excelente desempenho mecânico ocorre 

devido à maclação, efeito conhecido como TWIP (Twinning Induced Plasticity), ou à 

transformação martensítica, este denominado TRIP (Transformation Induced Plasticity). 

Atualmente, a ductilidade e a conformabilidade são parâmetros importantes na 

fabricação dos componentes externos automotivos, pois favorecem a estampagem, além 

de proporcionarem maior segurança aos passageiros em eventuais colisões. Este 

trabalho teve como objetivo a avaliação microestrutural e da textura cristalográfica, bem 

como a influência destes parâmetros sobre o comportamento mecânico de um aço 

TRIP/TWIP contendo 17%Mn. A energia de falha de empilhamento para este material é 

de 14,5 mJ/m
2
, indicando a ocorrência de transformação martensítica e maclação como 

mecanismos de deformação. Foi verificado que a cinética de transformação de fases, 

austenita em martensita  e ’, é favorecida por um maior tempo de resfriamento. O 

efeito TRIP mostrou-se responsável pelo aumento da capacidade de encruamento 

devido à transformação martensítica. Quando martensita ' reverte-se em austenita há 

ocorrência do mecanismo de reversão por cisalhamento juntamente com o de difusão. A 

reversão da austenita é mais eficaz e mais rápida a temperaturas mais elevadas quando 

se tem uma maior energia armazenada na deformação. Este processo é concluído a 

700°C independente da quantidade de deformação na laminação a frio. Provou-se 

também que a transformação martensítica ocorre em duas etapas:  →  → ' e que a 

martensita ' tende a ser a fase majoritária com o aumento da deformação. As 

diferenças de orientação nos contornos das fases mostraram-se correspondentes à 

relação de orientação de Kurdjumov-Sachs (K-S) entre austenita e martensita ' e do 

tipo Shoji–Nishiyama (S-N) entre a martensita e a austenita. Os resultados de textura 

mostraram que a reversão da austenita ocorre sem recristalização simultânea, uma vez 

que a componente Cubo não foi observada em amostras recozidas até 700ºC. Durante o 

recozimento a componente Goss tende a dar lugar à componente Latão na austenita. 

Esse fato é benéfico, pois esta componente torna-se {332}<113> na martensita ' após a 

transformação de fases, podendo proporcionar boa formabilidade, bem como alta 

resistência e tenacidade ao material. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Steels containing high Mn, Si and Al have a great formability combined with a high 

mechanical strength. This excellent mechanical performance occurs due to twinning, 

TWIP effect (Twinning Induced Plasticity), or martensitic transformation, called TRIP 

effect (Transformation Induced Plasticity). Currently, the ductility and formability are 

two important parameters in external automotive components manufacture, due to 

favoring of drawing and providing greater safety for passengers in eventual 

collisions. This study evaluated the microstructure and crystallographic texture, as well 

as the influence of these parameters on the mechanical behavior of a TRIP/TWIP steel 

containing 17% Mn. The stacking fault energy for this material is 14.5 mJ/m
2
, 

indicating the occurrence of martensitic transformation and twinning as deformation 

mechanisms. It was checked that phase transformation kinetics is favored by a longer 

cooling time. TRIP effect was assumed to enhance the hardening ability due to the 

martensitic transformation. When ' martensite reverts into shearing occurs together 

with diffusion mechanism. Austenite reversion is more effective and faster at higher 

temperatures and when it has greater stored energy from deformation. This process 

completes at 700°C regardless of the cold deformation amount in cold rolling. It was 

also proved that the martensitic transformation occurs in two steps  →  → ' and that 

' martensite tends to be the major phase with the deformation increasing. The 

misorientations at phase boundaries were shown to be corresponding to Kurdjumov-

Sachs (K-S) orientation relationship between austenite and ’ martensite and to Shoji–

Nishiyama (S-N) between  martensite and austenite. Texture results proved that the 

reversion of austenite occurs without simultaneously recrystallization once the Cube 

component was not observed in annealed samples until 700ºC. As annealing proceeds, 

Goss component tends to give place to Brass in austenite. This fact is beneficial because 

it becomes {332}<113>  in ’ martensite after phase transformation and could promote 

good formability as well as high strength and toughness to the material.  
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 

 

There is a constant demand by customers on safer and more economic cars. On the other 

hand, governments worldwide have regulating more strictly crashworthiness as well as 

the greenhouse gas emission. In this direction, steel and automotive industries feel the 

responsibility to lead the way by improving the use of steel and its life cycle to reduce 

vehicle CO2 emission. 

 

One important parameter which is essential to evaluate greenhouse gas emission is the 

life cycle assessment approach. It assists automakers in evaluating and reducing the 

total energy consumed and greenhouse gas emissions of their products.  

 

Projects which consider just the vehicle use for reducing carbon footprint encourage the 

employment of low-density materials, as aluminum. This can provide lighter weight 

components that improve fuel economy and then lower greenhouse gas emission. 

However, these components production will account for a much larger amount of total 

car life cycle CO2 emission. 

 

Therefore, it is noteworthy that steel is the only material efficient in achieve reductions 

in all life cycle phases of cars, not only those from the vehicle use. In this sense, 

worldwide steel industries have been engaged year after year to propose new steel 

solutions to the challenges of increasing car fuel efficiency and reducing greenhouse gas 

emissions, while improving safety and performance.   

 

The engineers are developing new materials and designs to reach these aims by 

reinventing whole new classes of steels that are over 50% stronger than those of a 

decade ago.  At the core of this innovation lie new types of steels as Advanced High-

Strength Steel (AHSS), Dual-Phase (DP), Transformation-Induced Plasticity (TRIP) 

and Twinning-Induced Plasticity (TWIP). These steels are designed to reduce density, 

improve strength and increase elongation. In addition, they can answer the demand of 

automakers for stronger and more formable steels needed for lighter structures that meet 
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increasingly stringent crash requirements.  These steels are evidence of continual self-

reinvention of materials to meet automotive design challenges. 

 

In this sense this work investigates through thermodynamic, kinetic, crystallographic, 

microstructural and mechanical studies the properties of a TRIP/TWIP steel with 17% 

Mn and low C submitted to different thermomechanical processes. 
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CHAPTER 2: Overview  

 

2.1. Brief review 

 

2.1.1. The importance of the development of austenitic Fe-Mn alloys 

 

Currently, ductility and formability are important parameters in the manufacture of 

external vehicle components. These parameters besides facilitating the draw process 

also provide greater safety to passengers in possible collisions due to higher energy 

absorption on impact, as shown in Figure 2.1 for steels with high Mn content
(1, 2)

. 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Automotive applications of high-Mn steels
(1, 2)

. 

 

In order to obtain good formability combined with a high mechanical strength, new 

concepts for high-strength steels have been developed. The most important groups of 
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these new materials are those austenitic alloys based on Fe-Mn, Fe-Mn-C
(3-6)

, Fe-Mn-C-

Al
(2,7)

 and Fe-Mn-Si-Al
(8, 9)

. 

 

These new materials have good mechanical properties such as high tensile strength, 

reaching 1000 MPa, and very high uniform elongation, above 50%, as shown in Figure 

2.2
(10)

. Moreover, these alloys exhibit excellent cost-benefit compared to the austenitic 

stainless steels, because its processing used is the conventional one, besides having 

lower content of alloying elements such as Cr and Ni that are present in stainless 

steels
(2,11-13)

.  

 

 

Figure 2.2. Total elongation as a function of the yield strength for various steels
(10)

. 

  

2.1.2. Deformation mechanisms in TRIP/TWIP steels 

 

In high manganese austenitic steels with TRIP/TWIP effect, martensite formation can 

be induced by deformation in reactions which austenite (fcc) transforms into  

martensite (hcp) or in two steps, when austenite transforms initially into  martensite 

and then to ’ martensite (bcc). Besides this transformation, there are two other 

fundamental mechanisms by which metals and alloys deform plastically by 

homogeneous way: dislocations slip in specific slip systems and twinning
(7)

. These 

deformation modes are directly related to the stacking fault energy (SFE) of the 

austenitic structure. Therefore, SFE has traditionally been used as an indicator of the 

trend in twinning for TWIP steels and martensitic transformation for TRIP steels
(14)

. 
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Chemical composition and temperature are considered the major factors in controlling 

the stacking fault energy and hence determine the main deformation mechanisms, as 

shown in Figure 2.3. If the SFE is very low (≤ 20 mJ/m
2
) a strain-induced martensitic 

transformation is favored
(14)

. Higher values of SFE, about 25 mJ/m
2
, suppress 

martensitic transformation and promote mechanical twinning until 60 mJ/m
2
. However, 

the twinning intensity varies with the SFE. Therefore, for SFE values relatively low (25 

mJ/m
2
) the density of twins is high and this mechanism results in an almost 

homogeneous deformation. At higher SFE values, the partial decomposition of 

dislocations into partials is hindered and thus the major deformation mechanism is the 

slipping of dislocations. Thus, alloys with intermediate SFE tend to show mechanical 

twinning in place of phase transformation or dislocation glide
(2, 9, 15, 16)

. 

 

 

Figure 2.3. Schematic representation of the stacking fault energy influence, which is 

controlled by the temperature and composition, on the deformation mechanisms in 

austenite
(2,9)

.         

 

The twinning deformation mechanism associated with the dislocation motion is very 

beneficial as it provides a high work hardening rate. This is due to the twin boundaries 

act as barriers which inhibit dislocation movement
(2)

. 
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2.1.3. Alloy elements in steels with high Mn content 

 

Manganese is the main alloying element in TWIP steels. It has the function of 

controlling the SFE and preserving the austenitic structure according to the ternary Fe-

Al-Mn system
(17)

. Figure 2.4 shows experimental data concerning the effect of Mn 

addition on the SFE in Fe-Mn system
(18, 19)

. These data show that with increasing Mn 

content, SFE decreases to a minimum and then increases again. By this way, the 

increase on the Mn content will change the deformation mode from TRIP to TWIP due 

to the increase in SFE from low values (<20 mJ/m
2
) to moderate values (> 20 mJ/m

2
)
(2)

.  

 

 

Figure 2.4. Variation of stacking fault energy as a function of Mn content in Fe-Mn 

alloys
(5, 17-20)

.  

 

The addition of aluminum in high-Mn steels has several functions. The aluminum 

increases the stacking fault energy significantly and then stabilizes austenite against the 

γ → ε → ' transformation which occurs in Fe-(15-25%)Mn during deformation
(20, 21)

. 

Furthermore, it increases the mechanical strength of austenite by solid solution and  

increases corrosion resistance
(2, 22)

. 

 

Silicon, in contrast to aluminum, decreases the stability of austenite and promotes its 

transformation into  martensite during deformation or cooling
(23)

. In steels with 

27%Mn additions of 2%Si decreases the SFE of austenite, resulting in an increase in 

stacking faults, which favors the  martensite formation
(24)

. Furthermore, the addition of 

silicon hardens of austenite through solid solution
(22)

.  
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2.1.4. Phase transformations in high-Mn steels exhibiting effects TRIP and TWIP  

 

The addition of Al and Si to Fe-Mn alloys affects the stacking fault energy, as well as 

the phases stability, and gives rise to distinct properties such as high work hardening 

associated with deformation twinning and deformation-induced martensitic 

transformation
(8, 25-28)

.  

 

In TRIP/TWIP steels with 18.8%Mn, for true strains from 0.06 to 0.14, austenite 

transforms into  martensite and, subsequently, into ’ martensite. Atomic movement 

by shear stress creates a new stacking fault on {111} plane, which give rise to thin 

plates of  martensite
(29)

.  

 

In the early stages of  martensite formation, stacking faults overlap in the intersections 

between active slip planes of different families, or in grain boundaries and annealing 

twins. Only small deformation energy can induce the formation of  martensite and for 

this reason its volume fraction suddenly increases in the initial stage of plastic 

deformation. Subsequently it transforms into ’ martensite
(29, 30)

. 

 

The ’ martensite is usually formed at the intersection of two martensitecrystals 

plates. Due to the great distortion at the intersection, a crystal nucleus of ’ martensite 

grows easily from a martensite crystal. The strain energy accumulation, the growth of 

martensite and the increasing in dislocation density provide conditions for ’ 

martensite formation
(29)

. 

 

In TRIP/TWIP steels with 18.8%Mn, deformed between 0.14 and 0.35 true strains in 

tensile test, the amount of phases remains unchanged. When true stress increases there 

is separation between twinned and not twinned regions within the  grains. The 

twinning occurs as an energetically favorable rearrangement of partial dislocations. The 

grains rotate to crystallographic orientations which are more advantageous in relation to 

the plastic deformation direction. The dislocations pinning due to presence of twin 

boundaries cause stress concentration. When it is difficult for twinning to occur 

dislocation glide starts again. Twinning and dislocation glide occur simultaneously, 
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which provides the increasing in steel strength
(29, 31)

. As illustrated in the literature
(32)

, 

among all deformation modes for austenitic steels, twinning has the most positive effect 

on hardening. It is believed that deformation by twinning increases the hardening rate 

due to its action as obstacles to dislocation glide.  

 

For the same TRIP/TWIP steels with 18.8%Mn stress concentration becomes larger 

with increasing deformation (0.35 and 0.45 true strains) due to the partial 

transformation of austenite into ’ martensite, characterizing also the TRIP effect 

presence
(29)

. The ’ martensite is formed inside martensiteplates and it often change 

its morphology (Fig. 2.5 (a)). The ’ martensite usually starts forming in the boundaries 

between austenite and martensite extending into the martensite plates until they 

reach the next /boundarie. The more narrow the  plates are, smaller are the ’ 

martensite ones. There are also irregular and larger ’ martensite morphologies (Fig. 2.5 

(b)), beyond the plates. The ’ martensite morphology depends mainly on the number 

of variants and the transformation time. Figure 2.5 (c) shows schematically  and ’ 

martensite morphologies at different transformation stages. The first stage corresponds 

to the ’martensite formation from the boundary between  and  phases, while the 

second stage is related to the growth of ’ martensite plates. Finally, in the third stage 

the formed ’ martensite plates reaches the subsequent / boundaries
(33)

. 

 

 

Figure 2.5. Morphologies of martensites in a steel with 18%Mn: (a) the arrow denotes 

the ’ martensite plates between  martensite laths; (b) the arrows indicate ’ 

martensite irregular shapes; (c) martensites schematic drawing at different stages of 

growth
(35)

. 
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It was also reported for a Fe-24Mn alloy submitted to a tensile test at 20°C that 

martensitic transformation tends to act as a deformation mechanism besides twinning 

when the deformation increases above 20%. Regions containing  martensite are formed 

from austenitic grains with different crystal orientations
(34)

. 

 

2.2. Objectives 

 

Studies for development of steels with TRIP/TWIP effect have focused on optimizing 

properties such as strength, ductility and density. Thermomechanical processing to 

produce a microstructure suitable for obtaining these properties in the final product are 

constantly targets of these researches. However, few studies have focused on the study 

of the effect of cold deformation and annealing on the microstructure, crystallographic 

texture and deformation mechanisms which will determine the mechanical properties of 

these steels. In this scope, this work has as main objectives: 

 

 To evaluate the influence of cold deformation and annealing on crystallographic 

texture and mechanical properties of a 17% Mn steel and 0.06%C. 

 To investigate the deformation mechanisms that occur in samples submitted to 

tensile test or cold rolling under different strains by means of microstructure and 

crystallographic texture analysis. 

 To investigate the reversion mechanisms of  and ’ martensites in austenite and 

how they can influence the microstructure after annealing. 

 To correlate the effect of texture and deformation mechanisms, generated from 

the thermomechanical processing, on the microstructure and mechanical 

properties of this 17%Mn steel. 

 

2.3. Thesis structure and organization 

 

This thesis presents 8 chapters. Chapter 1 is an introduction to the scope of this 

investigation. 
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Chapter 2 shows a brief literature review with some important works using similar 

steels. 

 

Chapter 3 presents the effect of austenitic grain size and cooling rate on the formation of 

 and α' martensite. The stacking fault energy for this steel was also calculated in this 

chapter. 

 

Chapter 4 presents a study of microstructural evolution and its influence on the 

mechanical behavior for the 17%Mn steel after warm rolling at 700ºC, cold rolling, with 

reductions from 4 to 81%, and annealing at 700 and 800°C.  

 

Chapter 5 shows a kinetic study of the evolution of the microstructure and its influence 

on the mechanical behavior when the material was hot rolled at 1070°C, cold rolled 

with 44% reduction, and annealed at 700°C with different times. 

 

Chapter 6 shows an investigation on the relative amount of the phases and 

microstructural parameters which give an idea about the austenite reversion mechanisms 

involved during the annealing at different temperatures for the steel initially submitted 

to 60 and 90% cold reduction. In this study it was used X-ray diffraction and the 

software Materials Analysis Using Diffraction (MAUD)
(15)

 based on Rietveld method
(16)

 

besides hardness Vickers and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). 

 

Chapter 7 presents the evolution of the microstructure and transformation texture for 

this new TRIP/TWIP steel via EBSD (Electron backscatter diffraction) and TEM 

techniques in the material subjected to cold rolling with 60 and 90% reduction followed 

by annealing at different temperatures. 

 

Chapter 8 brings the final considerations of the thesis, including the main conclusions, 

suggestions for future works, and original contributions.  
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CHAPTER 3: Effect of cooling rate on (, α′) martensite formation in 

Twinning/Transformation-Induced Plasticity Fe–17Mn–0.06C steel  

 

Abstract 

 

Cooling rate, density of stacking faults, austenite grain size, and temperature strongly 

influence the fcc → hcp  ′bcc martensite transformation in austenitic alloys. During 

cooling, austenitic Fe–Mn steels within a restricted chemical composition can partially 

transform to ε and α′ martensites. Martensite formation will influence the mechanical 

behavior of the alloy. The microstructure evolution under three cooling rates of a hot 

rolled austenitic steel, Fe–17.0Mn–0.06C (wt%), was analyzed by optical microscopy 

and scanning electron microscopy/electron backscatter diffraction. The volume fraction 

of martensite and austenite were measured by X-ray diffraction line profile analysis by 

directly comparing the as-cast alloy, alloy subjected to different cooling conditions, and 

this processed with hot rolling. 

 

Keywords: Cooling rate; martensite formation; grain boundaries; stacking fault energy. 

 

3.1. Introduction 

 

Fe–C–Mn–Al–Si alloys have attracted significant interest in physical metallurgy and 

materials science because their mechanical properties such as high ductility and strength 

are important for industries
(1-5)

. Steels with high Mn content (15–30%) and alloy 

elements, such as Si and Al, have high strength and exceptional plasticity owing to 

either twinning-induced plasticity (TWIP) or the transformation-induced plasticity 

(TRIP) that results from multiple martensitic transformations such as fcc (austenite) 

εhcp (hcp-martensite) →α′bcc (bcc-martensite)
(5-8)

. 

 

As cited in the Chapter 2, for twinning to occur, it is usually necessary for the steel 

stacking fault energy (SFE) to be in the range of 18–35 mJ/m
2
. If the SFE is <18 mJ/m

2
, 

twinning is replaced by martensitic transformation. However, if it is >35 mJ/m
2
, then 
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the dislocation slipping will be the only mechanism that contributes to the plastic 

deformation of steel
(9,10)

. 

 

The stability of austenite in these steels is of great importance because of the phase 

transformation that accompanies the plastic deformation which occurs either through 

twinning or martensitic transformation. The latter depends on steel chemical 

composition, temperature, austenite grain size, and amount of applied stress. The 

formation of martensite can be induced thermally or by deformation
(10-14)

. During 

cooling, the austenitic Fe–Mn steel, within a restricted range of chemical composition, 

partially transforms into εhcp and α′bcc martensite, while retaining some the 

untransformed austenite
(12-15)

. 

 

Stacking faults and twinning are important for the formation of martensite in Fe–Mn–

Si–Al steels because they act as nucleation sites for martensite formation
(16-19)

. The 

phase transformation →εhcp occurs through the formation of alternate layers of stacking 

faults in the (111) planes of austenite. α′ martensite is formed either directly from 

austenite or at the intersections of different variants of ε martensite
(8,9,20)

. 

 

In addition to the cooling rate and crystallographic defects, the prior austenite grain size 

(PAGS) is another parameter that controls the stability of the austenite because the 

formation of martensite can be prevented by the presence of a large numbers of barriers 

in the microstructure, such as twin or grain boundaries and deformation defects
(11,12,14)

. 

 

The industrial production of TRIP and TWIP steels always involves thermo-mechanical 

processing such as hot rolling, cold rolling at room temperature, and annealing. In all 

these stages, the steel goes through thermal cycles involving both heating and cooling. 

However, research has tended to focus on the martensitic transformation from deformed 

structures
(2-4,9,10,15)

. Few studies have considered the formation of martensite in TRIP 

and TWIP steels in the absence of strain. Only those transformations resulting from 

cooling, or the reversal of martensite to austenite in alloys that exhibit the shape 

memory effect, have been considered
(11-13,19,20)

. 
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This study evaluates the effect of austenitic grain size and cooling rate on the formation 

of  and α' martensite in a steel with 17%Mn and 0.06%C. TWIP steels with similar Mn 

content but much higher carbon content (0.2–0.6%C) have been analyzed in previous 

reports
(7,10,12,15,21)

. However, the chemical composition of the steel discussed in this 

study has not been reported in the literature yet. This chemical composition provides the 

steel a low SFE, thereby greatly facilitating the formation of martensite
(8)

. Therefore, it 

is need to improve the knowledge of the physical characteristics of these alloys in order 

to better understand the stability of austenite during their industrial processing. 

 

3.2. Experimental procedure 

 

In this study, TRIP/TWIP steel was used and its composition is listed in Table III.1. The 

steel was melted in Keel ASTM A370 block by air in an induction furnace (Power Trak 

250-10 R Inductotherm®). The steel was melted and cast at 1558°C and 1510°C, 

respectively. Plates were removed from the Keel blocks, austenitized at 1100°C for 2 h, 

and then cooled in water to homogenize their microstructure and chemical composition. 

After homogenization, samples were cut for hot rolling, which was performed at 

1070°C with four passes of equal reduction leading to a total thickness reduction of 

50%. The resulting thickness was 12 mm
3
. 

 

Table III.1. Chemical composition of TRIP/TWIP
*
 steel. 

Element Mn Al  Si  Ni  C 

Mass % 17.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 0.06 

*
 TRIP, transformation-induced plasticity; TWIP, twinning-induced plasticity

 

 

From the hot rolled sheet, a 100 × 20 × 12 mm sample was divided into three equal 

parts, which were then heated at 1000°C for 3600 s. After soaking, three different 

cooling methods were applied: natural air (AS), immersion in water (WS), and inside 

the furnace after its shutdown (FS). The samples were also examined in the as-cast and 

hot rolled conditions. After the heat treatment, each sample was divided into two parts. 

One part was hot-mounted for metallographic examination while the other was used for 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis. All the samples were carefully and conventionally 
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ground and polished with 0.25 µm diamond paste. Their microstructure was analyzed 

via optical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), etched initially with 4% Nital. 

The grain size was measured using the software Image Pro Plus®. Electron backscatter 

diffraction (EBSD) analysis was also carried out to study the crystallography of the 

phase transformation, for which the samples were additionally polished with colloidal 

silica (size 0.02 m) before the final examination. 

 

The retained austenite and the  and ′ martensite volume fractions were quantified by 

XRD with Cu Kα radiation via the direct comparison method
(22)

. This method uses the 

integration of the most intensive peaks of (i) austenite, characterized by the (111), (200), 

(220), and (311) planes; (ii) α′ martensite, characterized by the (110), (200), (211), and 

(220) planes; and (iii)  martensite, characterized by the (100), (002), (101), and (102) 

planes. The Origin™ software was used for integrating these peaks with a peak-fitting 

tool. 

 

3.3. Results and discussion 

 

3.3.1. Stacking fault energy 

 

The addition of alloying elements such as Al and Ni increases the SFE and tends to 

inhibit the martensitic transformation (→→α′), whereas the addition of Si decreases 

the SFE, thereby favoring the formation of martensite during cooling and deformation. 

 

The SFE ( ) in TRIP/TWIP steel can be estimated using the model proposed by 

Dumay et al.
 (18)

, according to Equation 3.1
(23)

:  

 

    22 Gd
     (3.1) 

 

Where “d” is the molar surface density of atoms in the plane {111} and it is equal to 

2.94*10
-5

 mol.m
-2

, ΔG
→ɛ

 is the molar the Gibbs free energy of →ɛ transformation, and 
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σ
 →ɛ

 is the surface energy associated with the interface between the  and ɛ phases and 

corresponds to 8 mJm
-2

. 

 

The free energy of martensite formation can be represented by Equation 3.2: 

 

   mgCFeMnXcFeMnX GGxGG /    (3.2) 

 

 FeMnXG  is the contribution of the substitutional chemical elements in fcc lattice 

phase. The terms in excess of Fe, Mn, Si, Al and Ni are considered in this calculation, 

but other elements are neglected due to their low level in this alloy. This contribution is 

shown in Equation 3.3: 

 

)]([)]([ SiFeSiFeMnFeMnFei

i

iFeMnX xxFExxxxDCxxGxG 
  

   (3.3) 

 

Where: xi is the mole fraction of each element, T is temperature and C, D, E and F are 

adjusted values. 

 

The effect of the carbon content in combination with the manganese content is given by 

Equation 3.4, where a, b and c are adjusted values. 

 

Mn
bx

c
CFeMnX

cxe
x

a
G c 


)1(

/


          (3.4) 

 

 mgG  is a term due to Néel magnetic transition, which corresponds to the phase 

transformation of the paramagnetic phase to the antiferromagnetic  and ɛ. 

 


mmmg GGG  

            (3.5) 

 

Where: 
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fRTG *1ln  , φ are the phases  e ɛ   (3.6) 

 

Since the magnetic moment,
 , (Eq. 3.8), 



NT  the Néel temperature, B , the Bohr magneton 

and f is a function given by Equation 3.7: 

 
















15003151034,2

1
)(

25155 
 f  ,  = 











NT

T
>1      (3.7) 

 

CCMnFeFeMnMnFe xxxxx
MnFe

        (3.8a) 

 

CCMn xx
Mn

            (3.8b) 

 

Where
 i is the contribution of the element i in phase φ and 

 ij  is the term in excess. 

The Néel temperature for the different phases is given by Equation 3.9 a,b. 

 

720132,66,22224750)ln(250  SiAlCrCuMncMnN xxxxxxxT 
 (K)   (3.9a) 

MnN xT 580
 
  (K)      (3.9b) 

 

The values required for the calculation of the SFE are shown in Table III.2. Using an 

electronic spreadsheet, the calculated value of the SFE for steel in this work is 14.5 

mJ/m². 
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Table III.2. Summary of the parameters used in the model of Dumay et al
(18)

. 

 FeG
 

-2243.38 + 4.309T (Jmol
-1

) 

 MnG
 

-1000 + 1.123T (Jmol
-1

) 

 FeMnG
 

C = 2873 Jmol
-1

, D =-717 Jmol
-1

 

 CFeMnXG /  
a = 1246 Jmol

-1
, b = 24.29 Jmol

-1
, 

c = -17175 Jmol
-1

 

B

 

 0,7xFe + 0.62xMn – 0.64xFe xMn - 4xC 

B

 

 0.62xMn - 4xC 

 AlG  2800 + 5T (Jmol
-1

) 

 SiG  -560 – 8T (Jmol
-1

) 

 FeSiG  E= 2850 J mol
-1

, F = 3520 Jmol
-1

 

 NiG  1423 Jmol
-1

 

 

3.3.2. Analysis by X-ray diffraction 

 

Figure 3.1 shows the XRD patterns of samples subjected to the three different cooling 

rates and those of the as-cast and hot rolled conditions. The coexistence of austenitic 

and martensitic phases in the samples can be confirmed by their respective peaks in the 

diffraction patterns, the EBSD images shown in Figure 3.2, and the results in Table 

III.3. 

 

The -martensite-starting temperature (Ms) gradually decreases with increasing Mn 

content and alloy elements. Equation 3.10, derived from the multiple regression analysis 

by Yang et al.
(24)

, provides Ms value for the steel used in present work as 174°C. 

Coincidentally, Ms reported by Tsuzaki et al.
(25)

 for 16Mn–0.006C steel was also 

174°C.  martensite transforms from austenite before α′ martensite does. However, no 

relation was found in the literature for calculating Mα′s after  martensite formation. 
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Ms (K) = 576 – 489(%C) − 9.1(%Mn) − 17.6(%Ni) − 9.2(%Cr) + 21.3(%Al) + 

+ 4.1(%Si) − 19.4(%Mo) – 1(%Co) − 41.3(%Cu) – 50(%Nb) – 86(%Ti) –4(%V) –  

–13(%W)                           (3.10) 

 

The  and α′ martensite transformations occur in the steel used in the present work 

because of different cooling rates, mainly in an athermal mode, assisted by some strain 

resulting from solidification or thermal contraction. However, it was not possible to 

separate the amount of each transformation.  

 

In the as-cast sample, despite the slow cooling during the thermal cycle, residual stress 

was generated because of the contraction during the solidification of the alloy. These 

stresses can result into a larger volume fraction of  and α′ martensite. 

 

The same reasoning is applied to the WS sample. In this case, the stress was owing to 

thermal contraction
(11)

. For the FS sample, the steel is subjected to a high temperature 

for a longer period of time, which allows stress relief, resulting in a lower volume 

fraction of α′ martensite and greater stabilization of austenite. On the other hand, the AS 

sample led to a greater fraction of  martensite (Table III.3). 

 

According to Sahu et al.
(15)

, the increase in the volume fraction of  martensite would be 

justified because of its isothermally transformed amount. The phase-transformation 

kinetics would be favored by a longer cooling time in air in relation to the cooling 

carried out in water. Because the cooling in air and in the furnace are continuous and 

slow processes, they would favor the formation of isothermal martensite during cooling 

from temperatures higher than Ms. It is expected that α′ martensite formed during 

cooling in water will be athermal and dependent only on the temperature, whereas the 

amount of isothermal martensite depends on both the temperature and the time. 
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Figure 3.1. X-ray diffractograms after different processing conditions of the steel. 

 

Table III.3. Phase volume fractions of samples measured by X-ray diffraction. 

Sample 
Volume fraction (%) 

 α′  

As-cast 50.4 26.1 23.6 

Furnace cooled 70.6 7.9 21.5 

Air cooled 78.1 16.6 5.5 

Water quenched 60.4 20.6 18.8 

Hot rolled 41.7 15.8 42.5 

 

3.3.3. Metallographic characterization  

 

3.3.3.1. EBSD analysis 

 

Figure 3.2 shows the EBSD results of the sample annealed at 1000°C for 1 h and 

furnace cooled. 

 

Verbeken et al.
(20)

 demonstrated that although the specific nature of the austenite to  

martensite transformation is still in question, EBSD has a high potential for identifying 

 martensite. In Figure 3.2 (a), the black arrows indicate α′ martensite, whereas the red 
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arrows show  martensite; the blue background is austenite in different orientations. In 

the annealed specimen, the austenite grain boundaries are not delineated because of the 

high magnification used in the EBSD image. Figure 3.2 (b) shows a phase-contour 

delineation of the microstructure inside the austenitic grains, where different 

crystallographic variants of α′ and  martensite coexist. 

 

Figure 3.2 (c) shows a strong interaction between α′ and ε martensite. There is no α′ 

martensite that is not associated with ε martensite. This observation highlights the fact 

that α′ is being formed from ε and not directly from the austenite in the steel under 

study. The lenticular and bulk morphologies of α′ are well defined, as indicated in 

Figure 3.2 (a) by the black arrows. One difficulty indicated by Verbeken et al.
(20)

 in 

evaluating austenite and ε martensite phases by EBSD results from the close proximity 

of each unit. As long as  martensite is formed as extremely thin plates
(9,26)

 resulting 

from twinning, some austenite is invariably left between the plates, leading to increased 

difficulty in obtaining Kikuchi indexing lines. Quantitatively, it can also lead to a lower 

image quality (IQ) index, as seen in Figure 3.2 (b), assessed by the system software.  

 

   

     Figure 3.2. Electron backscatter diffraction evaluation. (a) IPF (inverse pole figure), 

(b) IQ (image quality) map, and (c) phase map for the sample annealed at 1000°C for 1 

h and furnace cooled. 

 

  

α’  
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3.3.3.2. Optical and SEM metallography 

 

As-cast and heat-treated structures  

 

Figures 3.3 to 3.5 show the optical and scanning electron micrographs of the as-cast 

samples and cooled under the three different cooling conditions: water, air, and furnace. 

The prior austenitic grain size (PAGS) reached a wide range of 200–1000 m, as seen 

in Figure 3.5. 

 

Figures 3.4 (a) and (b) show that α′ martensite grew in different directions. This is due 

the continuous nucleation and growth. Although the growth rate can be fast, in order to 

reach the Mεf (ε martensite finish temperature), α′ martensite must nucleate in the ε 

martensite plates because they are formed during the cooling process. 

 

     

Figure 3.3. (a) Optical and (b) scanning electron micrographs of the as-cast sample. 

Samples were etched with 4% Nital. 

 

Figures 3.4a and d show that  martensite is formed within the austenitic grain, which 

then spreads until it reaches the opposite grain boundary where the orientation of the 

plates changes. The plates of  martensite are formed by low-angle laths, thus forming 

packages (Fig. 3.5 (a–c)). It can also be observed that the formation of several packets 

of martensite occurs in the same grain. These packets tend to maintain an orientation of 

60° (to each other), thereby forming equilateral triangles (Fig. 3.4 (c,d)). The size of the 

packet is limited by its neighbors (Fig. 3.4 (e,f)). 
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Figure 3.4. Optical (left) and scanning electron (right) micrographs of the samples (a, b) 

furnace cooled, (c, d) air cooled, and (e, f) water quenched. Samples were etched with 

4% Nital. 

 

Similarly, the growth of packages is hindered by other units. The original austenitic 

grain is divided in this way (Fig. 3.5 (a–c)). The examination of the microstructure at 

higher magnifications allows us to see that α′ martensite forms in the  martensite 

plates, as shown by the SEM images in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. Furthermore, the size of α′ 

martensite plates varies significantly, which characterizes the process of nucleation and 
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growth during the cooling procedure. This phenomenon was also observed by Lu et 

al.
(17)

 in 0.0045C–18Mn alloy. The authors
(17)

 associateted two morphologies (lenticular 

and chunky) to the α′ martensite. In the current study, α' martensite of the same 

morphologies were observed, as indicated by arrows in Figures 3.4 (b) and (f), 

respectively. The latter occurs when the martensite assumes the shape of a grain. This 

morphology results from a coalescence process and is possible because of the duration 

of the cooling process. 

 

          

        

                                

Figure 3.5. Optical micrographs of the samples (a) furnace cooled, (b) air cooled, and 

(c) water quenched. Samples were etched with 4% Nital. 

 

On the other hand, there are regions where the formation of α′ martensite is minimal and 

where  martensite predominates, as shown in Figure 3.4 (d). The background regions in 

the micrographs correspond to the untransformed austenite. Considering this result, we 

can say that α′ martensite will nucleate on the / interface and grow into  martensite 

plates through intragranular nucleation, as observed in Figures 3.4a and b. 
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Sahu et al.
(13)

 analyzed the thermal stability of the as-cast homogenized austenitic steel 

with a basic composition of Fe–26Mn–0.14C using the Rietveld XRD pattern-fitting 

technique. The decomposition of austenite was observed to be very sensitive to the 

cooling rate. A very high proportion (49–70%) of  martensite was found in differently 

cooled specimens, as well as in the as-cast specimen. The same distribution of ε 

martensite volume fraction was found in the present study, as seen in Table III.3. 

According to Sahu et al.
(13)

,
 
the significant variation in the extent of the α′ 

transformation resulted from the athermal and isothermal martensites formed during 

cooling and the initial grain size of the austenite. Their results are in good agreement 

with those of the present study, in which a volume fraction of ~80% martensite was 

attained, despite the significant difference in steel chemical composition. 

 

Hot rolled structure 

 

Figure 3.6 shows the optical and scanning electron micrographs of the hot rolled 

sample. In the present work, the steel was cooled in air after hot rolling. Large parallel 

laths crossing the micrograph correspond to  martensite, whereas ′ martensite is 

formed within the laths at 60° tilt angles (Fig. 3.6 (b)). Similar to the heat-treated 

samples, size differences between the α′ martensite grains are noted. The grain-

boundary structures created during hot rolling provide sites for martensite nucleation. 

The martensite also nucleates on the stacking faults
(15)

. The driving force for the  

martensite transformation remarkably increases when the steel is heated at high 

temperature owing to the dissolution of dislocation tangles and networks, which arises 

because of prior hot rolling
(8)

. In addition to the clean microstructure, there is grain 

growth with an associated reduction in the number of grain boundaries, which hinders 

the development of martensite. However, the austenitic grain refinement imposed by hot 

rolling led to a lower volume fraction of  and α′ martensite.  

 

In the case of large austenitic grain sizes, branching of  martensite plates will form, 

allowing the continuity of the    transformation
(11)

. For fine austenitic grains, i.e., 

after hot rolling, the martensite plate reaches the opposite grain boundary without  
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ramification. The process is interrupted, resulting in a greater volume fraction of 

austenite. 

 

    

Figure 3.6. (a) Optical and (b) scanning electron micrographs of hot rolled sample. 

Sample was etched with 4% Nital. 

 

Austenite grain size strongly influences the martensite formation start temperature (Ms). 

The increase in the volume fraction of α′ martensite with increase in the austenitic grain 

size is associated with a higher Ms, as well as with the greater area available for 

transformation of austenite into martensite. SFE decreases with increasing size of the 

austenite grain
 (27,28)

. In steels with low SFE, a perfect dislocation in the fcc array can 

easily be divided into two partial dislocations, thus forming a stacking fault. Four or 

five layers of stacking faults are considered to be a potential nucleus for α′ 

martensite
(16)

. Thus, the higher the austenitic grain size, the greater the probability of 

finding nucleation sites for α′ martensite, formed by superimposing stacking faults, 

leading to a high Ms temperature
(15,29,30)

,
 

and consequently, more time for 

transformation. All these conditions contributed to a large volume fraction of martensite 

formed in the steel under study, even in the absence of applied external stress and being 

submitted to slow cooling. 

 

Dini et al.
(12)

 studied the martensite formation in a high-Mn TWIP steel. Their 

quantitative microstructural characterization of steel by X-ray pattern-fitting by the 

Rietveld method indicated that the volume fraction of α′ martensite increased with 

increasing austenite grain size. This condition is in accordance with the present results, 

in which large austenite grain size led to a greater volume fraction of martensite. 
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Hamada et al.
(14)

 worked on a high-Mn (Fe–26Mn–0.14C) austenitic steel hot 

compressed at 900, 1000, and 1100 °C with a strain rate of 5 s
-1 

followed by air cooling 

(AC) or water quenching (WQ). The occurrence of dynamic recrystallization (DRX) 

produced a fine grain size (~10 µm), which was found to prevent α′ and  martensite 

transformation upon cooling. In the current experiment, a coarse grain size (40 µm) 

allowed the transformation to proceed until reaching an  martensite volume fraction of 

17%. The grain boundaries, twins, and stacking faults enhance or suppress the phase 

transformation
(29,30)

, depending on the size of the grains. For the hot rolled samples, the 

grain size was reduced to ~100 µm (Fig. 3.6 (a)), well above the critical size (10 m
(14)

), 

thereby allowing the formation of up to 58% volume fraction of α′ and  martensite 

(Table III.3). 

 

In the industrial processing of this steel grade, the athermal formation of martensite has 

to be considered in order to obtain an adequate volume fraction of austenite at room 

temperature, thus making it possible to take advantage of the steel work-hardening and 

high-strength behavior. An alternative is to produce a very fine grain after cold rolling 

and then anneal it in order to stabilize the austenite. 

 

3.4. Conclusions 

 

 Both  and α′ martensite formed in the present steel after being subjected to 

different cooling rates, mainly in an athermal mode, are assisted by some strain 

resulting from solidification or thermal contraction. 

 In the as-cast sample, despite the slow cooling, it was still possible to produce 

residual stress owing to contraction during the solidification of the alloy. These 

stresses helped to increase the formation of a larger volume fraction of α′ 

martensite. The same reasoning applied to the sample cooled in water. In this 

case, there were stresses owing to thermal contraction and phase transformation. 

For the sample cooled in the furnace, the longer stay at high temperatures 

allowed to release the stress, resulting in a lower volume fraction of α′ 

martensite, a greater volume fraction of  martensite, and stabilization of the 

austenite. The air cooled sample resulted in a larger volume fraction of  
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martensite, implying that the phase-transformation kinetics are favored by a 

longer cooling time in relation to the cooling carried out in water.  

 When steel is hot rolled, its microstructure gets refined, resulting in a smaller 

grain size. This leads to a great volume fraction of the stabilized austenite and  

martensite, and therefore a lower α′ martensite volume fraction.  

 Therefore, we can conclude that the α′ martensite results from  transformation 

through the mechanism     α′. 
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CHAPTER 4. Microstructural characterization and mechanical behavior of 

17%Mn steel with low C 
 

 

Abstract 

  

Steels containing high Mn, Si and Al levels have great plasticity when deformed due to 

TWIP or TRIP effects. Microstructural evolution and its influence on the mechanical 

behavior were evaluated after warm rolling at 700ºC, cold rolling, with reductions from 

4 to 81%, and annealing at 700 and 800°C. The stacking fault energy was estimated at 

14.5 mJ/m
2
, which indicates the possibility of martensitic transformation. Martensite 

and twinned austenite were verified by optical, SEM micrographs and EBSD. Austenite, 

 and ’ martensites were confirmed by XRD and dilatometry. Increasing cold 

reduction provides an ’ martensite amount development with  martensite decreasing. 

The phase volume fraction, by integrating area peak method, showed that the sample 

annealed after the highest reduction has no ’ martensite, indicating that it was more 

recrystallized. Vickers microhardness values increased with higher cold rolling 

reduction. However, the microhardness values decreased after annealing and, in general, 

there is an increasing as function of greater cold reduction. 

 

Keywords: Manganese, warm rolling, cold rolling, recrystallization, EBSD 

examination. 

 

4.1. Introduction 

 

Steels containing high Mn, Si and Al contents have high mechanical strength and 

plasticity due to deformation by mechanical twinning, known as TWIP effect (Twinning 

Induced Plasticity), or by martensitic transformation, called TRIP effect 

(Transformation Induced Plasticity)
(1)

. 

 

An important parameter that determines the deformation mechanism is the stacking 

fault energy (SFE), as already cited in Chapter 2. According to Dumay et al.
(2)

, for SFE 

values greater than 18 mJ/m
2
 TWIP effect tends to occur, while for lower values  TRIP 
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effect is predominant and the ’ martensite forms for SFE smaller than 12 mJ/m
2
, and 

as a consequence the steel ductility reduces
(3)

. Furthermore, SFE is chemical 

composition and temperature dependent. It is known that the SFE in Fe-Mn-C alloys is 

relatively low and for alloys with Mn content less than 15%, TRIP effect dominates, 

while for Mn content higher than 25% TWIP, effect is dominant. On the other hand, 

alloys with Mn content between 15% and 25%, TRIP and TWIP effects can coexist
 (4)

. 

 

Understanding the deformation mechanisms which act in these alloys when subjected 

to external loads is very important because they will determine the mechanical 

properties, such as mechanical strength, ductility and formability for industrial 

application. 

 

This work aims to evaluate the microstructural evolution and its influence on the 

mechanical behavior of a 17%Mn steel after warm rolling, cold rolling with different 

reduction and annealing temperature. The processing applied here is part of a project 

aimed to produce ultrafine grained steel with TRIP effect. 

 

4.2. Material and methods 

 

The steel samples, which the chemical composition cited in Chapter 3, were 

homogenized at 1100 °C for 2 h and then cooled in air. Afterwards, the samples were 

reheated to 700°C for 30 min and then warm rolled to 56% thickness reduction.  

 

After warm rolling, the samples were mechanically descaled and then cold rolled with 

4, 35, 50 and 81% thickness reduction.  

 

Finally, they were annealed at 700 and 800°C for 30 min, aiming to study the 

recrystallization evolution. After annealing soaking time the samples were quenched 

into water. 

 

The microstructural evolution was studied after each cold reduction and annealing step. 

The microstructure was analyzed by optical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 
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The samples were conventionally ground,  electrolytically polished in a solution 

containing 37 mL H3PO4, 153 mL CH3COOH and 10 mL H2O, etched initially with 

nital 10% and later with Klemm I etchant
(5)

. Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) 

analysis was also carried out to study the microstructure. For this analysis the samples 

were mechanically polished up to 0.25 m diamond paste and then with colloidal silica, 

0.05 m. 

 

Dilatometer tests were performed aiming to identify possible reverse martensitic 

transformations into austenite. The tests were performed from room temperature to 

1000°C with 1°C/s heating rate, followed by air cooling. The phase transformation 

temperatures were determined by the dilatometry curves obtained and its derivatives as 

a function of temperature. 

 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses were performed in order to identify the phases and to 

estimate their relative amounts by the integrating area peak method.  

 

The mechanical behavior was evaluated by Vickers microhardness, using 2.91 N (300 

g) load with 20 indentations for each sample. 

 

4.3. Results and discussion 

 

The value obtained of the stacking fault energy by Dumay et al.
(2)

 model was 14.5 

mJ/m
2
 according to calculation in Chapter 3, which indicates the possible martensitic 

transformation as a possible deformation mechanism beyond the twinning. 

 

Figure 4.1 shows the optical micrographs of the samples annealed at 700 and 800 ºC. 

Austenite grains with annealing twins and martensite were 

observed. Klemm I etchant, in principle, reveals austenite as yellow, brown or blue, ' 

martensite as dark brown and martensite as white, but there may be variations in 

their shades from sample to sample
(5)

. 
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(a)                                                                   (b) 

   

(c)                                                               (d) 

Figure 4.1. Samples annealed at 700ºC, after (a) 4% and (b) 35% cold reduction, and at 

800ºC after (c) 50% and (d) 81% cold reduction. Optical micrographs. 

 

Figure 4.2 shows SEM images obtained of the samples annealed at 800 °C after 35 and 

50% cold reduction, which validate the three phases existence as well as the 

microstructural heterogeneities shown by optical microscopy. According to Ding et 

al.
(4)

, the martensite nucleates through the stacking faults generated by partial 

dislocations or from the overlap of these faults, which are created at the active slip 

planes intersections or at grain boundaries and twins. Moreover, according to Liang
(5)

, 

there is a difference in crystallographic orientation around 70° between an  martensite 

plate and another one, as shown in Fig. 4.2 (a) and (c) by red arrows. The ' martensite 

is usually formed at the intersection between two  martensite laths, nevertheless, other 
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slip planes can act as nucleation site for its formation
(3-5)

, as shown in Figure 4.2 (b) and 

(c) by black arrows. 

 

  

(a)               (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 4.2. Samples annealed at 800ºC after 35% (a,b) and after 50%  cold reduction 

(c). SEM micrographs. 

 

Figure 4.3 shows IPF (Inverse Pole Figure) and IQ (Image Quality) maps, respectively, 

for the samples warm rolled (Fig. 4.3 (a)), cold rolled with 35% reduction and annealed 

at 800ºC (Fig. 4.3 (b)) and cold rolled with 81% reduction and annealed at 800ºC (Fig. 

4.3 (c)). Black arrow indicate ’ martensite, while the red show  martensite and the 

yellow indicate twins. It was noted in the warm rolled steel (Fig. 4.3 (a)) the presence of 

elongated austenite grains with twins, as well as evidence of  martensite formation. In 

Figure 4.3 (b) there is a very complex microstructure with twinned austenitic 

grains, ’ and  martensites. Finally, the sample subjected to the greater cold reduction 
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and annealed at 800°C shows ultrafine twinned austenite grains (Fig. 4.3 (c)) due to the 

greater work-hardening during cold rolling. This high deformation induces many 

defects into the grains and makes it more difficult to index the Kikuchi pattern
(6)

. In 

addition, the area scanned is relatively small and is not representative to analyze texture. 

 

  

    (a)         (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 4.3. EBSD analysis: IPF (Inverse Pole Figure) and IQ (Image Quality) maps for 

the samples warm rolled (a), cold rolled with 35% reduction and annealed at 800ºC (b) 

and cold rolled with 81% reduction and annealed at 800ºC (c). 
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Figure 4.4 shows the dilatometry curves obtained by continuous heating and their 

derivatives. Figure 4.4 (a) and (d) show the phase transformation occurrence in the 

temperature ranging from 100°C to 250°C, which corresponds to the reverse austenite 

from martensite transformation. For the temperature ranging from 500 to 700°C, it can 

be observed the ' martensite reverse transformation in austenite for samples cold rolled 

to 35% (Fig. 4.4(b)) and 81% (Fig. 4.4(c)) while the martensite reverse transformation 

is difficultly noticeable. These observations demonstrate that the  martensite occurs 

only for low deformation amount and for low stacking faults energy associated, and 

when the deformation increases, there is a tedency to ' martensite formation, which is 

consistent with the literature
(4)

. 

The inflections in dilatometry curves from cold rolled samples (Fig. 4.4 (b,c)) in the 

temperature ranging between 750ºC and 850ºC correspond to magnetic 

transformation, that occurs in ferromagnetic material (' martensite) to paramagnetic 

(austenite). In pure iron this transition, known as Curie temperature, occurs at 770ºC
(7)

.  

 

According to Lu et al.
(3)

, in an alloy containing 17%Mn after tensile test there was an 

increasing in ' martensite amount and a decreasing of  martensite for higher 

deformation. 

 

However, when an alloy containing 22%Mn was used, the same authors verified 

that when the deformation was increased, there was an increase in both martensites 

quantities. Therefore, as the chemical composition is similar to the first chemical 

composition presented by Lu et al.
(3)

, it is possible to notice (Fig. 4.5) that the amount 

of ' martensite  in the sample with 81% cold reduction was greater than in the one with 

35% cold reduction.  
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(b) 

Figure 4.4. Dilatometric curves and its derivatives as temperature function for the 

samples: (a) warm rolled, (b) 35% cold rolling reduction, (c) 81% cold rolling 

reduction, (d) 81% of cold rolling reduction and annealed at 800°C for 300 min. 
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(d) 

(cont.) Figure 4.4. Dilatometric curves and its derivatives as temperature function for 

the samples: (a) warm rolled, (b) 35% cold rolling reduction, (c) 81% cold rolling 

reduction, (d) 81% of cold rolling reduction and annealed at 800°C for 300 min. 
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Figure 4.5. Comparison between the numerical derivatives as a function of relative 

dilatation for the samples with 35 and 81% cold reduction. 

 

X-ray diffraction analysis of the samples annealed at 800°C showed austenite,  and ' 

martensites phases presence (Fig. 4.6).  Figure 4.7 exhibit the phase volume fraction 

under different cold reduction after annealing at 800ºC. It is perceived that for 

reductions up to 50% the volume fraction is practically constant, but for the 81% cold 

rolled sample the austenite relative amount  increased, the  martensite  decreased and 

' disappeared. It indicates the greater extension recrystallization under these 

deformation and annealing conditions.  

 

The results revealed by dilatometric curve (Fig. 4.4 (d)), by optical microscopy (Fig. 

4.1 (d)) and by EBSD analysis (Fig. 4.3(c)) for the sample annealed at 800°C after 81% 

cold reduction corroborates to the results obtained by X-ray diffraction (Fig. 4.6), 

evidencing the ’ martensite absence in this processing condition. 
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Figure 4.6. XRD patterns of the samples annealed at 800°C for 30 min after different 

cold reduction. 
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Figure 4.7. Phase volume fraction (Vv) after different cold reduction for the samples 

annealed at 800ºC. 
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Tavares et al.
(8)

 analyzed a 17Mn-2Al steel and found that the cold rolled samples with 

27.5 to 94.8% reduction and annealed at 800°C presented fully austenitic structure. 

However, these results
(8)

 are not in agreement with the steel under study due to 

their different chemical composition. Besides Mn and Al, the steel of this 

work has considerably higher Si content, which enhances martensite formation, 

since this chemical element reduces the SFE
(2)

. Moreover, another factor that 

possibly led to final microstructure was the annealing time used, since the time cited in 

the literature
(8)

 was twice that used in the present study. 

 

It was confirmed by metallographic analysis, dilatometry and X-ray diffraction that 

there is ' martensite formation from  martensite for more severe 

deformation. Few references in the literature report the three phases (, ' and 

) existence for these steels through the techniques employed in this work, especially by 

dilatometry. Ding . et al.
(4)

 verified by studying the mechanical behavior under tensile 

testing   of a TRIP/TWIP steel containing 18.8%Mn that the transformation  →  → ' 

occurs as function of increasing strain, which corroborates to the results obtained in this 

work. 

 

Figure 4.8 shows Vickers microhardness measurements  of the samples cold rolled (a) 

and annealed at 700ºC (b) and 800ºC (c) under different deformation conditions. As 

expected, microhardness increases as a function of cold reduction increasing. This 

occurs due to deformation heterogeneities increase, such as dislocations, 

mechanical twins, besides the martensitic transformation. After the annealing the 

microhardness Vickers decreased in relation to that obtained on cold rolling condition, 

as expected. The sample annealed at 700ºC shows that the microhardness values 

increased with cold reduction amount, while for that annealed at 800ºC 

the microhardness values increases for 4% up to 35% reduction. Above this reduction, 

the microhardness value remained almost constant considering the standard deviation 

range presented here. 
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(b) 

Figure 4.8. Vickers microhardness as a function of cold rolling reduction for the 

samples (a) cold rolled, (b) annealed at 700°C and (c) annealed at 800°C for 30 min. 
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(c) 

(cont.) Figure 4.8. Vickers microhardness as a function of cold rolling reduction for the 

samples (a) cold rolled, (b) annealed at 700°C and (c) annealed at 800°C for 30 min. 

 

Although the cold rolled sample with 81% reduction has been subjected to a greater 

deformation and a higher recrystallized volume fraction, this sample obtained a 

microhardness value similar to samples not completely recrystallized, which contain 

and ' martensites. This happened due to a residual strain hardening and a more 

refined microstructure (Fig. 4.3). 

 

4.4. Conclusions 

 

From the results obtained in this work it can be concluded that: 

 

 The cold rolled samples contain austenite, ' and martensite. However the 

martensite presencewas hardly noticeable by dilatometry for higher deformation 

amount. 
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 After cold rolled, the ' martensite volume fraction, estimated by dilatometry, 

was higher for the 81% reduction sample when compared to that with 35% 

reduction. 

 The microstructures of the samples annealed at 700 and 800°C showed austenite, 

and ' martensites, except for the 81% cold rolled sample and annealed at 800°C, 

indicating greater recrystallized volume fraction. 

 The microhardness value increased as a function of increased cold rolling 

reduction. However, the samples cold rolled with 35, 50 and 81% thickness 

reduction and annealed at 800ºC showed similar microhardness values, since the 

sample with greater deformation amount provided a more refined  microstructure  in 

relation to  the lower deformed one, which still contains  and ' martensites in 

their microstructure. 
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CHAPTER 5: Effect of cold rolling on martensite formation, recrystallization and 

mechanical behavior of 17Mn0.06C TRIP/TWIP steel 

 

High Mn steels have great plasticity associated with high mechanical strength due to 

TWIP and/or TRIP effects. This work evaluated the microstructural evolution and its 

influence on the mechanical behavior of a steel containing 17%Mn and 0.06%C after 

hot rolling at 1100ºC, cold rolling with 45% and 90% of reduction and annealing at 

700°C for different times. The microstructures were analyzed by optical and scanning 

electron microscopy. Volume fraction of  ,  and ' martensites were measured by X-

ray diffraction and EBSD technique. It was found that cold reduction increases ' 

martensite volume fraction. The relative phase amounts showed that the sample 

annealed for the longest time, 7200 s, still has  and ' martensite. The yield and tensile 

strength for annealing condition reach 750 and 950 MPa, respectively, with total 

elongation of 48%, which confirms the high work hardening rate of the analyzed steel. 

 

Keywords: Manganese steel, hot rolling, cold rolling, TWIP steel. 

 

5.1. Introduction 

 

Steels containing high levels of Mn, Si and Al, exhibit high plasticity when subjected to 

deformation due to mechanical twinning effect known as TWIP (Twinning Induced 

Plasticity), or martensitic transformation, called as TRIP effect (Transformation Induced 

Plasticity)
(1-3)

. TWIP/TRIP steels are a promising alternative to attend the demand for 

automotive components which requires materials with high strength, high formability, 

low density and good toughness. The capability to absorb impact of these steels is twice 

that found in conventional high-strength steels used for deep drawing
(1,3)

. These 

characteristics led the automotive industries to become interested in the application of 

this product in order to obtain fuel economy, passenger safety, weight reduction and 

reduced the greenhouse gas emission to the environment
(4,5)

. 

 

One of the key parameters that determine the mechanism of plastic deformation in these 

steels is the stacking fault energy , SFE 
(6-9)

 as cited in the Chapter 2. SFE controls the 
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deformation mechanism as TRIP or TWIP
(10)

. The morphology and the volume fraction 

of ’ martensite is strongly influenced by the  martensite presence, once ’ martensite 

is formed from the ɛ martensite, which nucleates in stacking faults
(11)

. The SFE depends 

strongly on the chemical composition and deformation temperature. It is known that the 

SFE of Fe-Mn-C alloys is relatively low and for alloys with Mn content between 15% 

and 25% , both TRIP and TWIP effects coexist
(3)

. However, the addition of alloying 

elements such as Al and Ni increases the SFE and tend to inhibit martensitic 

transformation (fcc → hc → 'bcc), whereas Si decreases the SFE, favoring martensite 

formation
( 3,11-13 )

. 

 

Another parameter that controls the stability of the austenite is austenitic grain size, 

since the martensite formation is reduced by a high surface area per volume unit of 

grain boundaries
(14)

. On the other hand, increasing the austenite grain size increases the 

number of potential sites for nucleation of martensite, which is formed in overlapping 

stacking faults
(11)

. The austenitic microstructure remains relatively stable during plastic 

deformation
(15)

. As deformation proceeds, mechanical twins are formed inside the grains 

and planar dislocation structures. These twins act similarly to grain boundaries being 

barriers to dislocations slip, refining the microstructure and thus achieving high 

elongation values and high energy absorption capacity, despite the high strength
(5,16,17)

. 

 

During deformation, the high work hardening rate of high Mn steels contributes 

considerably to their fast recrystallization. The low SFE favors cross slip and the 

formation of subgrains due to deformation, which facilitate this process
(16,18)

. Many 

austenic steels such as austenitic stainless steels and high manganese steels have low to 

moderate SFE, however tend to form stacking faults and twins. These different defect 

networks affect the texture during cold rolling
(19,20)

. To achieve a 700 MPa yield 

strength and a 50% uniform elongation is required a preferentially oriented structure 

with fine grains obtained by rolling and recrystallization processes
(16)

. 

 

This study aimed to evaluate the effect of cold rolling on the formation of  and ’ 

martensite, as well as the recrystallization behavior of a 17%Mn and 0.06%C 

TRIP/TWIP steel annealed at 700°C with different times. During the processing steps 
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the  martensite formation occurs, which then transforms into ’. This affects the 

mechanical properties of the alloy significantly. The chemical composition of the alloy 

used, particularly its low carbon content as well as its processing, has been little 

reported in the literature. However, the achieved results are promising for steel 

application in automotive industries. 

 

5.2. Material and methods 

 

The chemical composition of the steel in this study was shown in Chapter 3 (Table 

III.1). The steel was homogenized at 1100°C for 2h and then cooled in water. After 

homogenization, the samples were cut to hot rolling at 1070°C, in four equal reduction 

passes, leading to a 50% thickness reduction. The resulting thickness was 10.2 mm. 

 

The material was cold rolled in 7 equal passes with a total 44% thickness reduction with 

7 mm resulting thickness. Another sequence of 32 passes was applied to obtain 90% 

reduction with a final thickness of 1.05 mm. The steel was annealed at 700°C during 10, 

60, 100, 200, 500, 700, 1000, 1800, 3600 and 7200 s and then cooled in water after 

soaking. 

 

After annealing, the samples were conventionally prepared and polished up to 0.25 m 

diamond paste. Subsequently, the automatic polishing was carried out with a solution of 

Struers OP-S during 90 min. The examined section corresponds to RD (rolling 

direction)-TD (transversal direction). The microstructure was characterized by optical 

microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) after etching with Nital 10% 

followed by Klemm I etchant. X-ray diffraction was performed at room temperature on 

a Philips diffractometer PW 1710. Quantification of austenite,  and ' martensites was 

conducted by the method of integrating the area peaks. The integrated intensities were 

performed using a graphic software following the methodology described by Dafé et 

al.
(16)

. Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) was performed to quantify the 

microstructure and obtain microtexture. Tensile tests at room temperature with a 10
-3

 s
-1

 

strain rate and Vickers microhardness measurements with 2.9 N (300g) load were also 
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performed to determine the variations of recrystallized fraction according to the 

mechanical behavior. 

 

5.3. Results and discussion 

 

5.3.1. Microstructural characterization 

 

Figure 5.1 shows optical micrographs obtained for the samples annealed during 1800 s 

and 7200 s. It is observed the presence of austenitic grains having annealing twins and  

and ’ martensites. The reactive Klemm I, as cited in the Chapter 4, colors the austenite 

as yellow, brown or blue, the ’ martensite as dark brown and  martensite as white
(20)

. 

 

     

(a)        (b) 

Figure 5.1. Optical micrographs for the samples cold rolled with 44% thickness 

reduction and annealed during (a) 1800 s and (b) 7200 s. 

 

Figure 5.2 shows the SEM micrographs for samples annealed during 60, 500 and 1800 

s, which show the phases present as well as the heterogeneities on nucleation and grain 

growth. According to Ding et al.
(19)

,  martensite nucleates on stacks faults or twins and 

grain boundaries. Moreover, according to Liang et al.
(20)

, there is a 70° misorientation 

between two  martensite plates. On the other hand, ’ martensite is usually formed at 

the intersections of  two  martensite laths, however, other slip planes can act as 

nucleation sites
(11,14,17)

. The  martensite appears as clear bands (plates or laths) and ’ 

as dark regions. 
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(a)        (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 5.2. SEM micrographs for the samples cold rolled with 44% thickness reduction 

and annealed during (a) 60 s, (b) 500 s and (c) 1800 s. 

 

Figure 5.3 shows the SEM micrographs of samples annealed during 100, 300 and 1000 

s after cold rolling with 90% reduction in thickness. In Figure 5.3 (a) most of the 

microstructure is work hardened. Observation at high magnification in SEM has 

revealed the recrystallization beginning, polygonal regions as darker regions (Fig. 5.3 

(a)). After annealing for 300 s the microstructure recrystallizes, forming nanograins 

(Fig. 5.3 (b)). In Figure 3 (c) it is more clearly observed the presence of  martensite 

laths as bright regions and ’ martensite needles as series of zig-zag or forming 

equilateral triangles (compare with Fig. 5.2 (c)) in a austenitic matrix. 
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(a)        (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 5.3. SEM micrographs for the samples cold rolled with 90% thickness reduction 

and annealed during (a) 100 s, (b) 300 s and (c) 1000 s. 

 

X-ray diffraction analysis confirmed the presence of austenite and ɛ and ’ martensites 

(Fig. 5.4) in samples cold rolled with 44% thickness reduction and subsequently 

annealed during 60, 1800, and 7200 s at 700°C. By the same way Figure 5.5 shows 

these three phases for the sample 90% cold rolled and annealed at 700°C during 700 s 

while the sample cold rolleds show mostly ’ martensite. 
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Figure 5.4. Diffractograms of samples cold rolled with 44% thickness reduction and 

annealed at 700°C during 60, 1800 and 7200 s. 
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Figure 5.5. Diffractograms of samples cold rolled with 90% thickness reduction and 

annealed at 700°C during 300 s. 
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The amount of each phase for samples initially 44% cold rolled and then annealed at 

different times is plotted in Figure 5.6. Initially there is an increasing in austenite and a 

decrease in both  and ’ martensites fractions as function of the annealing time. In a 

second stage there is a reduction in the volume fraction of austenite and  martensite 

with increasing annealing time. This shows that even then there is no formation of these 

martensites on quenching and only for longer times, which provided larger austenitic 

grain sizes and then the martensite formation during the subsequent cooling. The  

martensite amount is favored by higher austenitic grain size, as at 7200 s. Moreover, a 

reduction in the amount of ’ martensite occurs. However, for longer annealing times as 

7200 s, there is a significant amount of  and/or ’ martensites. 
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Figure 5.6. Relative amount of austenite, α’ and ε martensites for samples initially 44% 

cold rolled and then annealed for different times. 

 

Table V.1 presents the relative amount of phases for samples initially 90% cold rolled 

and annealed at 700°C during 300 s. It is noted that the sample just cold rolled is formed 

mostly by ’ martensite from the high deformation imposed. On the other hand, after 

annealing the sample has a high amount of austenite, and a low fraction of α’ and ε 

martensites which were also formed on quenching as described for samples 44% cold 

rolled and annealed during different times. 
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Table V.1 - Relative amount of austenite, α’ and ε martensites for samples initially 90% 

cold rolled and annealed at 700°C during 300 s. 

Sample 
Volume fraction (%) 

  

Cold rolled - 98.5 1.5 

Annealed at 700°C, 

300s 
12.6 3.9 83.5 

 

Measurement of grain size was performed using Image Pro Plus™ with images obtained 

by EBSD. The method used corresponds to that established in ASTM E112 standard. 

Figure 5.7 shows some images obtained by EBSD used in the measurements at different 

annealing times. 

 

     

(a)                            (b) 

Figure 5.7. EBSD-IPF maps for samples after 44% cold reduction annealed for: (a) 10 s, 

(b) 1800 s, (c) 7200 s, (d) Quality Index map and (e) misorientation degree map (for the 

last heat treatment). Low angle grain boundaries, (LAGB, 2° ≤ θ < 15°) in red and 

green; high angle grain boundaries, (HAGB θ > 15°) in blue. 
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(c)            (d)                   (e) 

(cont.) Figure 5.7. EBSD-IPF maps for samples after 44% cold reduction annealed for: 

(a) 10 s, (b) 1800 s, (c) 7200 s, (d) Quality Index map and (e) misorientation degree 

map (for the last heat treatment). Low angle grain boundaries, (LAGB, 2° ≤ θ < 15°) in 

red and green; high angle grain boundaries, (HAGB θ > 15°) in blue. 

 

The results of grain size quantitative analysis for the different samples are shown in 

Figure 5.8. 
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Figure 5.8. Average grain size of samples cold rolled with 44% thickness reduction and 

annealed during different times. 
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5.3.2. Mechanical properties 

 

Figure 5.9 shows Vickers hardness results for samples 44% cold rolled and annealed 

from 10 to 7200 s. After heat treatments is noted a marked decrease in microhardness 

during the initial periods of isothermal annealing. Similar behavior was observed by Liu 

et al.
(18)

 with an 24%Mn- 0.02%C alloy. The first plateau shown in Figure 5.9 refers to 

the steel recrystallization (hardness about 250 HV), while the second one corresponds to 

grain growth (hardness about 225 HV). During the annealing, dislocations in excess are 

eliminated
(21)

 as well as the deformation microtwins
(11)

. In addition there is the 

occurrence of austenite reversion from martensite. These transformations reduces the 

hardness. 
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Figure 5.9. Microhardness Vickers as function of the annealing time for the sample 

innitially 44% cold rolled. 

 

Figures 5.10 show the curves obtained by tensile test for samples hot rolled (Fig. 5.10 

(a, b)) and 90% cold rolled (Fig. 5.10 (c)) as well as annealed during 300 s at 700°C 

(Fig. 5.10 (d, e)). In Figures 5.10 (b, e) are also shown the work hardening curves 

obtained from the respective tensile curves. The intersection between the true stress and 

work hardening rate curves gives the strain hardening exponent value, "n" according to 

the Considére criterion
(22)

. 
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It was noted that even for an almost fully martensitic microstructure, for the sample 

90% cold rolled (Fig. 5.10 (c)) there is a notary elongation. The yield strength and 

tensile strength reached 250 MPa and 800 MPa, respectively, with 40% total elongation 

for hot rolled steel (Fig. 5.10 (a)). On the other hand, the 90% cold rolled and annealed 

steel (Fig. 5.10 (d)) showed 750 MPa and 950 MPa to yield strength and tensile 

strength, respectively, with a high work hardening ability, “n” equal to 0.33. The total 

elongation for this last condition cited above was 48%. These values are considered to 

be high
(9,19,22)

.  
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Figure 5.10. Engineering stress versus engineering strain and work hardening rate for 

the samples hot rolled (a, b), and also for the 90% cold rolled sample (c) as well as after 

annelling at 700 ºC during 300 s (d, e). 
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(c) 

(cont.) Figure 5.10. Engineering stress versus engineering strain and work hardening 

rate for the samples hot rolled (a, b), and also for the 90% cold rolled sample (c) as well 

as after annelling at 700 ºC during 300 s (d, e). 
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(cont.) Figure 5.10. Engineering stress versus engineering strain and work hardening 

rate for the samples hot rolled (a, b), and also for the 90% cold rolled sample (c) as well 

as after annelling at 700 ºC during 300 s (d, e). 
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Figure 5.10 (e) shows that strain hardening curve for the 90% cold rolled steel and 

annealed exhibits at least three stages as plastic deformation proceeds during the tensile 

test. Stage I corresponds to dislocation slip and the formation of deformation twins. 

Stage II corresponds to the formation of strain-induced martensite and, finally, at the 

stage III the three deformation mechanisms compete with each other until the sample 

ruptures. Similar behavior was also verified by Hao et al.
(19)

. In this case, the authors 

added a further stage, corresponding to elastic region in tensile test, dividing the work 

hardening rate curve in four stages. In this work the elastic region was deregarded, since 

there is no reason to discuss uniform deformation once the yielding has not started and 

the yield point was not reached yet. On the other hand, increasing the strain induces 

saturation on the formation of deformation twins. As shown in the literature, for a 

stainless austenitic stainless steel with 18%Mn-0.6%C the grain is subdivided gradually 

as the deformation microtwins are generated
(9)

, leading to greater difficulty for 

nucleating and growing. 

 

For a steel with 18%Mn-2.9%Al-2.9%Si and 0.04%C, Hao et al.
(19)

 reported severe 

martensite formation in stage III, resulting in ’ martensite formation directly from 

austenite. At this stage austenite is highly tensioned and this facilitates its 

transformation. The  martensite formation with 0.1 true strain was also reported by 

Liang et al.
(20)

 for a steel with 24%Mn-0.01%C and by Zhang et al.
(13)

 with a 30%Mn-

4%Si-2%Al steel, both to tensile tested at room temperature
(20)

. However no ’ 

martensite formation was reported in both experiments. 

 

5.4. Conclusions 

 

 The steel after annealing for 7200 s still sowed  and ’ martensite but the 

microhardness test indicated recrystallized condition. 

 The Vickers microhardness was higher for the cold rolled condition, due to 

hardening, besides a high ’ martensite volume fraction. The microhardness 

decreased for recrystallized samples. However, this reduction was 

counterbalanced by the formation of athermal martensite during the cooling 

process. The recrystallized grain size follows an exponential behavior during its 
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growth. The final grain size is very small, about 3 m, after annealing at 700°C 

during 7200 s. 

 The yield strength and tensile strength in the hot rolled condition reached values 

near 250 MPa and 800 MPa, respectively, with the total elongation of 40%. The 

yield strength and tensile strength for 90% cold rolled and annealed sample 

reached values close to 750 MPa and 930 MPa, respectively, with 48% total 

elongation, confirming the high work hardening rate (n=0.33). The hardening 

ability is enhanced due to the TRIP effect resulting from strain-induced 

martensitic transformation. 
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CHAPTER 6. Study of ’ Martensite reversion in austenite in a 17%Mn 

TRIP/TWIP steel with low C after different cold reduction and annealing 

 

Abstract: 

 

Steels which present strain-induced phase transformations and mechanical twinning are 

known to have extraordinary mechanical properties such as high strength and good 

ductility simultaneously. These mechanical properties make them attractive for 

automotive applications. The present work focuses on 17%Mn steel with low carbon 

content which presents both TRIP (Transformation Induced Plasticity) and TWIP 

(Twinning Induced Plasticity) effects during deformation. The steel was subjected to 

cold rolling with 60 and 90% reduction followed by annealing at different temperatures. 

It was used X-ray line profile analysis using the software Materials Analysis Using 

Diffraction (MAUD) based on Rietveld method, as well as Hardness Vickers and 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) analyses for the microstructural 

characterization. It was observed after annealing that hardness is not just influenced by 

the finer austenitic microstrusture formed in the deformed samples but it is also a 

consequence of the initial amount of ’ martensite available for reversing. The 

reversion is more effective and faster at higher temperatures when there is greater stored 

energy from deformation process. The MAUD and TEM analyses also confirmed that 

the ' martensite to austenite reversion occurs via shearing together with diffusion 

mechanism.  

 

Keywords: High manganese steel, cold rolling, annealing, austenite reversion, X-ray 

line profile analysis 

 

6.1. Introduction 

 

High strength and good ductility combination is the main objective of structural 

materials design for automotive industries. The reduction of vehicle mass, the lowering 

of pollutant gas emissions and the improvement of passenger safety, trough large energy 

absorption capability for vehicle crashworthiness, require this characteristic. Based on 
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these industrial requirements researches have been developed on new strain-hardening 

mechanisms which increase the strength of steel without loss of ductility. In this context 

steels with high manganese content as TRIP (Transformation Induced Plasticity) and 

TWIP (Twinning Induced Plasticity) have emerged
(1)

.  

 

The twinning and martensite formation can accompany plastic deformation during the 

deformation process in TRIP or TWIP steels and it determines how stable austenite will 

be. According to the chemical composition of these steels, temperature and amount of 

stress applied the martensitic transformation can occur
(2-7)

. 

 

The stacking fault energy (SFE) is an important parameter that determines the 

deformation mechanism. Chemical composition and temperature have strong influence 

on SFE. It is known that for Fe-Mn-C alloys containing less than 15%Mn the TRIP 

effect dominates, while for contents above 25% the TWIP effect is dominant. However, 

as cited in Chapter 4, for alloys with Mn content between 15% and 25%, the TRIP and 

TWIP effects coexist
(8)

.  

  

Depending on temperature the ’ martensite, formed by deformation or cooling, can be 

metastable and its reversion to austenite can occur in two forms, called athermal shear 

mechanism and isothermal diffusion mechanism
(9, 10)

. The literature has shown that a 

reversion of the martensite in austenitic stainless steels occurs at temperatures lower 

than the recrystallization. In the case of reversion of ’ martensite it is complete at 

about 750°C
(10,11)

. 

 

The analysis of X-ray diffraction patterns through the Rietveld method has been widely 

used for microstructure interpretation of various austenitic steels subjected to plastic 

deformation, among other metals and alloys
(12-14)

. This work characterizes by X-ray, 

hardness Vickers and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis, the 

microstructure of a 17%Mn and low carbon content steel, subjected to cold rolling with 

60 and 90% reduction followed by annealing at different temperatures. The X-ray 

patterns were analyzed using the software Materials Analysis Using Diffraction 

(MAUD)
(15)

 based on Rietveld method
(16)

. This analysis aimed to investigate the relative 
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amount of the phases and microstructural parameters information such as lattice 

parameter, crystallite size, residual microstrain and dislocations density.  

 

6.2. Material and methods 

 

6.2.1. Material 

 

Samples of a 17%Mn and low carbon content steel were homogenized at 1100°C and 

hot rolled to 52% reduction in thickness. The samples were then cold rolled to 60 and 

90% thickness reductions. Samples were cut from the cold rolled sheet with 10 mm 

wide and 15 mm long, with the thicknesses of 13 mm and 1 mm for the samples 

obtained after 60 and 90% cold reduction, respectively. Afterwards annealing was 

performed at temperatures of 500, 600, 625, 650, 675 and 700°C with 5 min soaking 

followed by cooling in water. 

 

6.2.2. Hardness Vickers measurements 

 

The mechanical behaviour of the steel were assessed for all cold rolled and annealed 

samples by Vickers hardness measurement, using 10 kg load. A durometer Indentec was 

used. The samples were ground up to 1200 mesh. The softened fraction was calculated 

according to Equation (6.1): 

 

100% 





CRS

CRX

HVHV

HVHV
Soft                                           (6.1), 

 

where HVX is the hardness of the annealed sample, HVCR is the hardness of cold rolled  

sample and HVS is the hardness for the completely austenitic sample.  

 

6.2.3. X-ray diffraction analysis  

 

The cold rolled and annealed at 625, 650, 675, 700°C samples were initially prepared by 

conventional metallographic technique for X-ray analysis. Subsequently, the samples 
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were subjected to electrolytic polishing. It was used a Struers Lectropol-5 at 50 V, 1.2 

A, temperature of 17°C, flow rate equals 13, polishing time 90 s for a 1 cm
2 

polished 

area. The electropolishing solution containing 40 mL of perchloric acid, 330 mL 

methanol and 330 mL of  butoxyethanol was used. The polished surface corresponds to 

section RD (rolling direction) versus TD (transverse direction). 

 

Analyses of X-ray diffraction on polished section were performed in a PANalytical 

X'Pert Pro Multipurpose Diffractometer. It was used a copper tube which provides Cu K 

 radiation ( = 0.154 nm) and a Ni-monochroator. Scans were performed at room 

temperature, 45 mA and 40 kV with 2 ranging from 27 to 155° in the continuous scan 

mode with a 0.01° interval between each acquisition and 0.1 s per step.  

 

Microstructural characterization was made from the X-ray patterns using the software 

Materials Analysis Using Diffraction (MAUD)
(15)

 based on Rietveld method
(16)

. This 

software was developed to evaluate the material microstructure including its possible 

crystalline defect and preferred orientations
(14)

. MAUD has been used to characterize 

microstructural parameters of various materials such as lattice parameter, volume 

fraction of phases, crystallite size and residual microstrain. However, it is important to 

note that the software does not provide the standard deviation for these parameters, 

specially for anisotropic samples.
(12,14-17,19,20)

.  

 

Instrumental parameters such as correction 2, peak asymmetry and peak-broadening 

parametters (U, V and W) of a standard Si sample were used as refinement parameters 

in the software following the Lutterotti et al. procedure
(15)

. The crystallite size (D) and 

microstrain  were obtained from a size-strain analysis by Popa model
(18)

. 

 

The microstrain and crystallite size are closely related to the width of diffraction peak. 

The microstrain is related to changes in lattice parameter and influences the crystallite 

size. When a material has nanometer particles it is possible to occur diffracted 

intensities in 2 values slightly higher or lower than the ideal Brag angle, thus 

broadening the peaks. This is due to the lower number of planes which diffract the X-

rays, allowing diffraction for wavelengths slightly higher and lower than the real one, 
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"". For this reason the average crystallite size is calculated, which is a function of: 

form factor, "K"; wavelength ""; full-width at half maximum (FWHM), "B", which is 

measured in radians at the intensity equal to half the maximum intensity; full-width at 

half maximum (FWHM) for a standard sample, "V", which does not present peak 

broadening
(21)

. 

 

                                             (6.2) 

 

The Moment Pole Stress model
(22)

 implemented in MAUD was also used to fit the 

variations of peak positions with azimuth once this samples were submitted to high 

reductions in cold rolling. Elastic constants for austenite
(23)

 and ’ martensite
(24)

 were 

used in this model.  

 

The average values of dislocation density "" of the samples which were subjected to 

different cold reductions and annealing was also determined following the procedure of 

Williamnson and Smallman
(25)

. The value of "" was calculated by Equation (6.3): 

 

                                                         (6.3), 

 

where “ ” is the microstrain, “D” is the crystallite size and “b” is the Burgers 

vector, as shown: 

 

                                                   (6.4). 

 

Here “a” is the lattice parameter and “h, k, l” are the Müller indices for the most 

compact plane. It was assumed that   for austenite, fcc (110), and  for ’ 

martensite, assuming it as bcc structure (111).  

 

The volume fraction of each phase was also estimated in MAUD by evaluating the 

weight fraction
(26)

 and the density of each phase
(27)

.  
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6.2.4. Transmission Electron Microscopy analysis  

 

Microstructural characterization was also carried by TEM in the samples that were just 

cold rolled with 60% thickness reduction and 625°C annealed condition. It was used a 

JEOL JEM-2010 microscopy. The samples were prepared by punching out 3 mm discs 

and mechanical to 1 mm by grinding with a 1200 mesh paper. After that the samples 

were electropolished using an electrolyte containing 95% methanol and 5% percloric 

acid to obtain thinning necessary for electron transparency. It was carried out in a 

Struers TenuPol at -30°C, 30 V and 150 mA.  

 

6.3. Results and discussion 

 

The results obtained by the Vickers hardness measurements are presented below (Fig. 

6.1). According to Figure 6.1(a) it can be seen that from 600°C annealing temperature 

there is a strong reduction in hardness values and that similar hardness values occurs for 

the two cold rolling conditions, even for the highest values temperature regardless of the 

amount of cold reduction. This fact is due to the reversion of  ’ martensite, generated 

by cold deformation, in austenite. Despite it was expected to obtain a refined 

microstructure for the samples with 90% reduction after annealing, due to the greater 

amount of crystal defects generated from deformation, it is not observe higher hardness 

values above 625°C when compared to the 60% reduction samples. This can be 

associated to the higher ’ martensite amount reversing in austenite in this condition 

when compared to 60% cold reduction at the same temperature. These affirmations will 

be further supported in this work by X-ray diffraction analysis. In addition, according to 

Figure 6.1 (b), we observe that the 650°C samples provide approximately 50% of the 

softened microstructure for both conditions of cold rolling.  

 

The accuracy of the results obtained by Rietveld analysis using the MAUD is indicated 

by the quality factors values of refinement, such as GOF (goodness of fit), Rw (weighed 

residual error) and Rexp (expected error). The GOF is obtained dividing Rw by Rexp. Note 

that the GOF values are close to one and that the other parameters show low values, as 

presented in Table VI.1. 
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Table VI.2 shows the lattice parameters obtained for austenite and ’ martensite for 

each condition of cold rolling and annealing. Note that there were no significant 

changes in these values for each phase as a function of cold reduction or annealing 

temperature as expected. 
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Figure 6.1. (a) Hardness Vickers and softening curve (b) for 60 and 90% cold rolling 

reductions as a function of annealing temperature. 
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Table VI.1. Refinement parameters obtained by Rietveld refinement using MAUD. 

Cold rolling 

reduction (%) 

Annealing 

temperature 

(°C) 

GOF Rw (%) Rexp (%) 

60 

- 1.12 14.4 12.8 

625 1.27 18.0 14.2 

650 1.25 16.7 13.4 

675 1.15 16.4 14.2 

700 1.19 17.2 14.4 

90 

- 1.24 15.0 12.1 

625 1.26 17.0 13.5 

650 1.21 16.3 13.5 

675 1.16 16.1 13.9 

700 1.19 16.6 14.0 

 

Table VI.2. Lattice parameters of the austenite and ’ martensite for each cold rolling 

and annealing condition. 

Cold rolling 

reduction (%) 

Annealing 

temperature (°C) 

Lattice 

parameter for 

austenite (Å) 

Lattice 

parameter for 

-Martensite 

(Å) 

60 

- 3.6022 2.8823 

625 3.6022 2.8761 

650 3.6009 2.8765 

675 3.6009 - 

700 3.6006 - 

90 

- - 2.8871 

625 3.6009 2.8760 

650 3.6005 2.8800 

675 3.5999 - 

700 3.6000 - 
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Figure 6.2 (a,b) shows the diffraction pattern obtained for the cold rolled samples with 

60 and 90% reduction and annealed. All the Bragg reflections presented in the X-ray 

spectra were indexed. In accordance with the Rietveld refinement it was observed that 

the amount of austenite increases at the expense of ’ martensite as the annealing 

temperature increases. At 675°C all ’ martensite from deformation have reversed 

completely in austenite for both cold rolling conditions, as shown in Figure 6.3. 

However, it is noted that at both 625°C and 650°C temperatures the reversed austenite 

amount is higher for the samples which were subjected to 90% cold reduction. This 

indicates that the reversion occurs more rapidly for samples that have greater energy 

stored in the deformation, which acts as the driving force for the reverse transformation 

from ’ martensite into austenite via diffusion process as nucleation and growth. High 

reductions in cold deformation provide higher crystalline defects density. Thus, the 

highly deformed martensite will provide intense generation of sites for austenite 

nucleation and will favor the formation of an austenitic structure with finer grains after 

annealing. However, according to the literature
(9,28,29)

, the reduction amount in cold 

rolling has no influence on the ’ martensite reversion to austenite if it occurs by shear 

mechanism.  
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Figure 6.2. X-ray diffraction patterns obtained and their MAUD fittings for samples 

cold rolled to 60 (a) and 90% (b) cold reduction and annealed at different temperatures. 
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(cont.) Figure 6.2. X-ray diffraction patterns obtained and their MAUD fittings for 

samples cold rolled to 60 (a) and 90% (b) cold reduction and annealed at different 

temperatures. 
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Figure 6.3. Relative amount of phases for samples cold rolled with 60 and 90% 

reduction and annealed at different temperatures. 
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The crystallite size was estimated for the two phases present in each thermomechanical 

processing condition. It is observed in Figures 6.4(a,b) that the ’ martensite crystallite 

sizes are anisotropic and that they are smaller when compared to austenite. In addition 

they increase as the annealing continues. Despite this value initially be lower for the 

sample that was more deformed, there are no significant differences when comparing 

the two cold rolling conditions in each annealing temperature.  

 

Likewise, it was noted through Figures 6.4(c,d) that the crystallite size for austenite 

clearly shows anisotropic values along different [hkl] directions. Note that there is no 

austenite in the sample just 90% cold rolled (Fig. 6.4 (d)). The crystallite size of 

austenite increases as the annealing temperature arises, as expected, for both cold rolling 

reductions. It is also noted that the crystallite size is slightly higher for samples which 

were initially cold rolled to 60% thickness reduction. As previously mentioned, the ’ 

martensite subjected to a more intense deformation provides a finer austenitic structure 

after annealing, since the nucleation rate is higher, thus justifying this difference in 

crystallite size values between the two cold reductions. Furthermore, the initial amount 

of ’ martensite amount that will reverse to austenite, either by diffusion or shear, is 

lower for the samples submitted to 60% cold reduction compared to 90% samples as 

previously indicated by the Vickers hardness measurements (Fig. 6.1(a,b)).  
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Figure 6.4. Crystallite size for: ’ martensite as function of annealing temperatures for 

the samples initially cold rolled with 60 (a) and 90% (b)  thickness reduction; austenite 

as function of annealing temperatures for the samples initially cold rolled with 60 (c) 

and 90% (d) thickness reduction. 
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(cont.) Figure 6.4. Crystallite size for: ’ martensite as function of annealing 

temperatures for the samples initially cold rolled with 60 (a) and 90% (b)  thickness 

reduction; austenite as function of annealing temperatures for the samples initially cold 

rolled with 60 (c) and 90% (d) thickness reduction. 
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The microstrain values for ’ martensite obtained by MAUD fitting for 60 and 90% 

cold rolled and annealed samples are shown in Figures 6.5(a,b). It was found that these 

values decrease as the annealing proceeds for both conditions of cold rolling, as 

expected. However this decrease is more pronounced for 90% reduction, once these 

samples have greater driving force for austenite reversion by diffusion.  

 

Figures 6.5(c,d) show the microstrain obtained for austenite. Note that there is no 

austenite in the sample just 90% cold rolled (Fig. 6.5 (d)). It was shown that these 

values decrease as the annealing temperature increases also. However, it is noted that 

the microstrain is still relatively high for this new austenite formed. This shows that the 

austenite formed is not completely free of microstructural defects and deformation, 

which indicates the presence of the shear as reversion mechanism beyond the diffusion 

process. This fact is in agreement with previous studies presented for austenitic stainless 

alloys
(9,28,29)

.  

 

The dislocation densities present in the ’ martensite, calculated based on crystallite 

size and microstrain data obtained by MAUD fitting, are presented in Figures 6.6(a,b). 

These values are clearly greater the higher is the reduction imposed by cold rolling. In 

addition, they are higher for samples initially more deformed and annealed. As expected 

these values also decrease due to the increase of the annealing temperature for both cold 

rolling conditions. However, the dislocation density is significantly lower for samples 

which were cold rolled with 90% reduction and then annealed at 625 and 650°C 

compared to those that were reduced by 60% and were annealed at the same 

temperatures. This also indicates that greater stored energy due to the higher 

deformation amount acts as the driving force for ’ martensite reversion in austenite by 

diffusion
(28)

. 
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Figure 6.4. Crystallite size for: ’ martensite as function of annealing temperatures for 

the samples initially cold rolled with 60 (a) and 90% (b)  thickness reduction; austenite 

as function of annealing temperatures for the samples initially cold rolled with 60 (c) 

and 90% (d) thickness reduction. 
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(cont.) Figure 6.5. Microstrain values for: ’ martensite as a function of annealing 

temperature for samples initially cold rolled to 60 (a) and 90% (b) thickness reduction; 

austenite as a function of annealing temperature for samples initially cold rolled to 60 

(c) and 90% (d) thickness reduction. 
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The dislocation density in austenite is presented in (Fig. 6.6(c,d)). Note that there is no 

austenite in the sample just 90% cold rolled (Fig. 6.6 (d)). Once the annealing 

temperature increases the dislocation density decreases as expected, because of the 

movement of high angle grain boundaries (HAGB) during the grain growth of 

austenite
(7,28)

.  Furthermore, when annealing is performed it is noted that up to a 

temperature of 650°C the dislocation density at this stage is greater to the 90% cold 

rolled samples. Above this temperature they are lower when compared to samples 

which were cold rolled with 60% thickness reduction. This means that the structure 

recovery process is more effective and faster at higher temperatures when it has greater 

energy stored in the deformation process. This result is in agreement with the previous 

softening curve obtained by hardness Vickers analysis showed in Figure 6.1(b). These 

austenite density of dislocations values after annealing for both cold rolling conditions 

are reasonable compared to a full annealed austenitic stainless steel
(30)

  which shows a 

magnitude of ~10
11

 m
-2

. The results presented here for austenite in the TRIP/TWIP steel 

are higher (~10
12

m
-2

) compared to the alloy mentioned before. However, the austenite in 

this TRIP/TWIP steel comes from reversion and one of these mechanisms is shearing 

which does not produce a microstructure free of defects according to the literature
(28)

. 

This result corroborates the previous microstrain analysis in austenite after annealing 

(Fig. 6.5(c,d)) and reaffirm the great importance of reversion by shearing in this work. 

 

It was also possible to identify the presence of shearing as well as diffusion as reversion 

mechanism from ’ martensite to austenite through the different austenite morphologies 

detected by TEM. Figure 6.7 shows ’ martensite laths containing high dislocation 

density (a) in a 60% cold rolled sample and the austenite formed during the annealing at 

625°C after the same reduction (Fig. 6.7(b,c)). It is noted that the austenite showed in 

Figure 6.7 (b) is practically clear of defects as dislocations which suggest diffusion as a 

reversion mechanism. However, the austenite showed in Figure 6.7(c) has clearly a 

higher dislocation density according to the contrast observed as well as the presence of 

twins. Therefore, this is an indication that the shearing acted as reversion mechanism in 

those grains. These results corroborates the previous statements about the existence of 

both mechanisms in this TRIP/TWIP steel and it is in accordance to literature
(28)

 which 

suggest the existence of the same mechanisms in a stainless austenitic steel. 
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Figure 6.6. Dislocation density in: ’ martensite as a function of annealing temperature 

for samples initially cold rolled to 60 (a) and 90% (b) thickness reduction; austenite as a 

function of annealing temperature for samples initially cold rolled to 60 (c) and 90% (d) 

thickness reduction. 
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(cont.) Figure 6.6. Dislocation density in: ’ martensite as a function of annealing 

temperature for samples initially cold rolled to 60 (a) and 90% (b) thickness reduction; 

austenite as a function of annealing temperature for samples initially cold rolled to 60 

(c) and 90% (d) thickness reduction. 
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(a) 

  

(b) 

  

(c) 

Figure 6.7. Bright field TEM micrographs with their corresponding diffraction pattern 

of: (a) ’ martensite in 60% cold rolled; 60% cold rolled and 625°C annealed sample 

showing low (b) and high (c) density of dislocations in austenite. 

 

6.4. Conclusions 

 

 The hardness Vickers values and the crystallite size analysis by MAUD have 

shown that although the larger deformation (90%) can produces a finer 
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austenitic microstructure, the amount of ’ martensite is higher initially for this 

condition, causing faster reversion to austenite and explaining the similar values 

of hardness compared to annealed samples after 60% deformation. 

 The microstrain results from MAUD indicated that ' martensite to austenite 

reversion occurs by shearing together with diffusion mechanism. 

 The calculation of dislocation density from MAUD results of crystallite size and 

microstrain indicates that austenite reversion is more effective and faster at 

higher temperatures when it has greater stored energy from deformation process. 

 It was shown from dislocation density based on MAUD results and by TEM 

images that dislocation density is still high, even for samples after annealing, 

proven that the presence of the shear reversion mechanism of austenite is 

noteworthy. 
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CHAPTER 7: Investigation of microstructure and texture evolution by TEM and 

EBSB in a 17%Mn TRIP/TWIP steel with low C as function of cold reduction and 

annealing 

 

Abstract: 

 

High manganese steels exhibit good plasticity under deformation due to TWIP 

(Twinning Induced Plasticity) effect, or due to martensitic transformation, known as the 

TRIP (Transformation Induced plasticity) effect. In these alloys when the Mn content is 

between 15% and 25% both TRIP and TWIP effects act as deformation mechanisms. In 

the present study microstructural and texture evolution were evaluated by EBSD and 

TEM techniques in a 17%Mn and low carbon content steel, subjected to cold rolling 

with 60 and 90% thickness reduction followed by annealing at different temperatures. It 

was verified that the microstructure after austenite reversion is more refined for samples 

which were initially subjected to higher cold reduction. In addition, the nucleation and 

growing process are faster for the samples initially 90% cold rolled, due to the greater 

stored energy during deformation. The transformation induced by deformation occurs in 

two steps  →  → ' and ' martensite tends to be the major phase as deformation 

increases. It was also showed that ' and  martensite reversion into austenite completes 

itself  at 700°C regardless of the deformation amount and, after annealing at higher 

temperatures,  and ' martensites forms again during quenching.  For the steel in study, 

Kurdjumov-Sachs is the orientation relationship between austenite and ’ martensite 

while for  martensite and austenite it is Shoji-Nishiyama. The ’ martensite have 

different dislocation density and irregular shape in the deformed material while in the 

annealed sample showed many annealing twins by TEM. The transformation texture 

analysis showed that austenite reversion occurs without simultaneous recrystallization. 

As reversion proceeds, Goss component tends to be replaced by Brass in austenite. This 

fact is beneficial because it becomes {332}<113>  in ’ martensite after phase 

transformation and could promote good formability as well as high strength and 

toughness.  

 

Keywords: High manganese steel, texture, cold rolling, annealing, austenite reversion 
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7.1. Introduction 

 

The search for steels that combine high mechanical strength, good formability and low 

density is a constant demand in automotive industry. It is in this context that arise steels 

containing high levels of Mn, Si and Al, which exhibit adequate plasticity when 

subjected to deformation due to twinning, known as effect TWIP (Twinning Induced 

Plasticity), or martensitic transformation, called TRIP effect (Transformation Induced 

plasticity)
(1,2)

. 

 

The generation of ultra-fine grain size is possible through reverse transformation of ’ 

martensite into austenite and it has aroused the interest in martensitic phase 

transformation for metastable austenitic steels
(3,4)

. This refinement of the final 

microstructure through martensite reversion into austenite usually induces a good 

formability without strength loss
(5,6)

. 

 

Several techniques, such as XRD (X-Ray Diffraction), EBSD (Electron Backscatter 

Diffraction) and TEM (Transmission Electron Microscopy), have been used to 

investigate the austenite reversion into martensite. These techniques are complementary 

to each other in these studies, since, for example, there are difficulties in indexing twins 

in reversed austenite via EBSD, because such crystal defects generally are only tens of 

nanometers thick
(7-9)

. In addition, conventional TEM is not simple and convenient for 

the study of crystallographic orientation relationship
(10)

. 

 

Mechanical properties of steels subjected to rolling and annealing are determined by the 

nature and intensity of the transformation texture, once the plastic anisotropy of a 

material is greatly dependent on the texture. In this regard, investigations on the 

formation of the transformation texture during cold rolling and subsequent 

recrystallization has been performed
(11)

. 

 

It is well known for steels that if the matrix phase (austenite) has a determined 

crystallographic texture, the material after phase transformartion (ferrite, martensite, 

acicular ferrite or bainite) will also present a texture which is related with the previous 
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texture through precise rules
(11)

. These orientation relationships (OR) are necessary to 

evaluate the evolution of texture between matrix and product phases and describe the 

phases transformation. These are the OR proposed by Bain, Kurdjumov-Sachs, 

Nishiyama
 

and Wassermann, and Greninger and Troiano between bcc and fcc 

crystalline structures
(12)

. Studies on metastable austenitic steels have indicated that the 

Kurdjumov-Sachs OR is associated with the transformation from ferrite or ’ martensite 

into austenite, and vice versa, where {111}//{011}′ and <1 0>//<1 1>’
(13,14)

. 

 

Thus, as there is a limited amount of publications concerning the reversion of ’ 

martensite and evolution of the microstructure and texture processing for these new 

TRIP/TWIP steels, more studies are needed to establish how the reversion mechanism 

and the transformation texture can control the final microstructure. In this work 

microstructural characterization and texture evolution were evaluated by EBSD and 

TEM techniques in a 17%Mn and low carbon content steel, subjected to cold rolling 

with 60 and 90% reduction followed by annealing at different temperatures. 

 

7.2. Material and methods 

 

7.2.1. Material 

 

Samples of a steel with low carbon content and high contents of manganese, silicon and 

aluminum, were homogenized at 1100°C and hot rolled with 52% reduction in 

thickness. The samples were then cold rolled (CR) to 60 and 90% thickness reductions. 

The samples with 10 mm wide and 15 mm length were cut from the cold rolled plates, 

with thicknesses of 13 mm and 1 mm for 60 and 90%, respectively. After that they were 

annealed at 625, 650, 675, 700, 800, and 1000°C with 5 min soaking. After annealing 

the samples were water cooled. 

 

7.2.2. Methods 

 

EBSD analyzes were carried out in the center of the normal direction (ND) - rolling 

direction (RD) section. The samples were ground up to 1200 mesh, polished with 6 and 
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1 m diamond suspension in a Struers Rotopol-1 polishing machine with 150 rpm. 

Subsequently, the samples were subjected to electrolytic polishing in a Struers-5 

Lectropol with of 50 V, 1.2 A at 17°C, flow rate equals to 13 and 90 s polishing time in 

a 1cm
2
 polished area. The electrolytic solution used contains 40 mL perchloric acid, 330 

mL methanol and 330 mL butoxyethanol. After electropolishing, the samples were 

etched with ferric chloride acid which is composed by 5% ferric chloride, 25% 

hydrochloric acid and 70% water. 

 

Microstructural characterization, phase identification and crystallographic texture 

analysis were evaluated by Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) in a scanning 

electron microscope type Field Emission Gun (FEG) JEOL JSM-700 1F fitted with a 

Nordlys-II(S) camera and the Oxford Instruments AZtec acquisition software suite and 

operating at 15 keV and working distance (WD) equal to 12 mm. Texture analysis by 

EBSD was carried out with the Channel 5 software. The magnification, the step sizes 

and indexing after images cleaning and pre-treatment for each sample are presented in 

Table VII.1. It is known that the presence of complex microstructures and with more 

than one phase or containing a high density of crystalline defects causes improper 

identification of diffraction patterns and indexing errors by EBSD
(15)

. Because of that, 

the indexing is lower for more deformed samples.  

 

The maps were obtained adopting at least three pixels to define a grain or subgrain. 

Misorientations smaller than 2° were disregarded. Low Angle Grain Boundaries 

(LAGBs) were defined as misorientations from 2 to 15° and High Angle Boundaries 

(HAGBs) from 15 to 57.5°. It is assumed that the Twin Boundaries (TBs) of first order 

(3) are those having misorientation of 60°<111> whereas the second order (9) exhibit 

38.9°<101>. It was considered as Total High Angle Grain Boundaries (THAGBs) the 

addition of the area fraction of HAGBs and twin boundaries (TBs). The misorientation 

tolerance from the exact relation-axis angle () was defined according to Palumbo-

Aust criterion
(16)

 - ≤ 15°  and tolerance limits for 3 and 9 are equal to 6 and 

2.4°, respectively. 
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Table VII.1. Identification of samples and parameters used for EBDS maps acquisition 

as well as the indexing obtained. 

Thickness cold 

reduction (%)  

Annealing 

temperature 

(°C) 

Magnification 
Step Size 

(m) 
Indexing (%) 

60 

- 2300x 0,07 52,80 

625 

2000x 0,05 

56,10 

650 98,90 

675 99,64 

700 99,89 

800 
1000x 0,1 

100,00 

1000 99,61 

90 

- 

2000x 0,05 

53,16 

625 69,69 

650 99,99 

675 100,08 

700 100,03 

800 
1000x 0,07 

99,942 

1000 100,00 

 

Microstructural characterization was also performed by Transmission Electron 

Microscopy (TEM) analyzes in the samples just cold rolled to 60% thickness reduction, 

as well as in the annealed sample at 625°C which was initially subjected to the same 

cold reduction. It was used a transmission electron microscope JEOL JEM-2010. Slices 

were cut in the section normal direction (ND) - transverse direction (TD) with 0.3 mm 

thickness using Struers Accutom-50 equipment. Discs with a diameter of 3.0 mm were 

taken from these slices using a punch Disc Assy and then were grinded until 0.15 mm 

thickness in a 1200 mesh grind paper. To reduce the final thickness for producing the 

hole in the center for transmitting the electron beam it was used a  Struers 5 TenuPol 

with flow rate equal to 29, 30 V and 150 A at -30°C, cooled with liquid nitrogen and 

methanol. The solution used contained 95% methanol and 5% perchloric acid. Gatan 

software was used for acquisition and post-processing of acquired images. 

 

7.3. Results and discussion 

 

Figure 7.1 shows the band contrast plus grain boundaries maps for samples cold rolled 

with 60 and 90% thickness reduction and then annealed at 625, 650, 675, 700, 800 and 

1000°C. The black lines indicate 15° misorientation from one region to another while 
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gray indicates 2°. Red lines indicate 3 and pink indicate 9 twin boundaries, but the 

amount of this last one is not so significant making it hard to identify in the pictures. 

The average austenitic grain sizes obtained by EBSD for each condition are shown in 

Figure 6.2. Note that there is an increase in the austenitic grain size due to increase in 

annealing temperature for both 60 (Fig. 7.2(a)) and 90% (Fig. 7.2(b)) cold reductions. It 

was also found that the microstructure generated after austenite reversion is more 

refined for samples which were initially subjected to higher cold reduction (Fig. 7.2(b)), 

since this condition provides a larger number of potential nucleation sites which restrict 

the grain growth. It should be noted that for cold rolled samples as well as those 

submitted to lower annealing temperatures the indexing were low, weakening this grain 

size estimation. The areas analyzed in samples annealed at 1000°C were not large 

enough to be representative of grain size measurements, so they were not showed in 

these figutres (Fig. 7.2 (a,b)).  

 

(a)  (b)  

Figure 7.1. Band contrast and grain boundaries maps for samples cold rolled with the 

following thickness reductions and annealing: (a) 60%; (b) 90%; (c) 60%, 625°C; (d) 

90%, 625°C; (e) 60%, 650°C; (f) 90%, 650°C; (g) 60%, 675°C; (h) 90%, 675°C; (i) 

60%, 700°C; (j) 90%, 700°C; (k) 60%, 800°C; (l) 90%, 800°C; (m) 60%, 1000°C; (n) 

90%, 1000°C. Black lines indicate 15° misorientation from one region to another while 

gray indicates 2°. Red lines indicate 3 twin boundaries and pink is related to 9 twin 

boundaries. 

 

20 m 20 m 
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(c)  (d)  

(e)  (f)  

(g)  (h)  

(cont.) Figure 7.1. Band contrast and grain boundaries maps for samples cold rolled 

with the following thickness reductions and annealing: (a) 60%; (b) 90%; (c) 60%, 

625°C; (d) 90%, 625°C; (e) 60%, 650°C; (f) 90%, 650°C; (g) 60%, 675°C; (h) 90%, 

675°C; (i) 60%, 700°C; (j) 90%, 700°C; (k) 60%, 800°C; (l) 90%, 800°C; (m) 60%, 

1000°C; (n) 90%, 1000°C. Black lines indicate 15° misorientation from one region to 

another while gray indicates 2°. Red lines indicate 3 twin boundaries and pink is 

related to 9 twin boundaries. 

 

20 m 20 m 

20 m 20 m 

20 m 20 m 
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(i)  (j)  

(k)  (l)  

(m)  (n)  

(cont.) Figure 7.1. Band contrast and grain boundaries maps for samples cold rolled 

with the following thickness reductions and annealing: (a) 60%; (b) 90%; (c) 60%, 

625°C; (d) 90%, 625°C; (e) 60%, 650°C; (f) 90%, 650°C; (g) 60%, 675°C; (h) 90%, 

675°C; (i) 60%, 700°C; (j) 90%, 700°C; (k) 60%, 800°C; (l) 90%, 800°C; (m) 60%, 

1000°C; (n) 90%, 1000°C. Black lines indicate 15° misorientation from one region to 

another while gray indicates 2°. Red lines indicate 3 twin boundaries and pink is 

related to 9 twin boundaries. 

50 m 50 m 

50 m 50 m 

20 m 20 m 
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Figure 7.2. Austenitic grain size for the samples submitted to 60% (a) and 90% (b) cold 

reduction and annealed at different temperatures.  
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Figure 7.3 shows the area fraction in austenite of Low Angle Grain Boundaries 

(LAGBs), first order (3) and second order (9) twin boundaries as well as Total High 

Angle Boundaries (THAGBs) for samples cold rolled with 60% (Fig. 7.3 (a)) and 90% 

(Fig. 7.3 (b)) reduction. As the annealing temperature increases, the fraction of LAGBs 

decreases while the fraction of annealing twin boundaries  increases and hence the 

THAGBs, indicating the recrystallization progress for both cold reductions. However, 

note that the THAGBs value is higher at 625°C for the sample which was initially cold 

rolled with 90% reduction (Fig. 7.3(b)), indicating that the kinetics of nucleation and 

growing process are faster for this condition due to the greater stored energy during 

deformation. The second order twin boundaries (9) values are almost zero for both 

reductions. As explained before the areas analyzed in samples annealed at 1000°C were 

not representative for these calculations, so they were not showed in these figures (Fig. 

7.3 (a,b)). 
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(a) 

Figure 7.3. Grain boundary area fraction in austenite for the samples submited to 60% 

(a) and 90% (b) cold reduction and annealed at different temperatures. 
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(cont.) Figure 7.3. Grain boundary area fraction in austenite for the samples submited to 

60% (a) and 90% (b) cold reduction and annealed at different temperatures. 

 

Figure 7.4 shows maps with the phases present as well as the high angle grain 

boundaries (> 15°), in black, for samples cold rolled with 60 and 90% reduction and 

subsequently annealed at different temperatures. Austenite (fcc) is in blue, ' martensite 

(bcc) red and martensite (hcp) yellow. Figure 7.5 shows the area fraction calculated 

for the all phases in the 60 (Fig. 7.5 (a)) and 90% (Fig. 7.5.b) cold rolled samples. It is 

pertinent to remember that for cold rolled samples and also for that samples which were 

submitted to lower annealing temperatures the indexing were low and the areas 

analyzed in samples annealed at 1000°C were not large enough to be representative.  

 

It was verified the existence of ’ and  martensites, as well some retained austenite, in 

the sample subjected to 60% cold reduction (Fig. 7.4 (a)). But, for greater cold 

reduction (Fig. 7.4 (b)), ' martensite formation was induced more intensely. This 

indicates that phase transformation induced by deformation occurs in two steps  → 

→ ' and that ' martensite tends to be the major phase when deformation increases. 
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This is in accordance with previous studies for different metastable austenitic 

alloys
(17,18)

. Note also that the reversion of ' and  martensite into austenite during 

annealing is practically complete at 700°C for both cold rolling conditions (Fig. 7.4 

(i,j)). It is also noted that for samples 90% cold rolled and after annealed at 625 to 

650°C (Fig. 7.4(d,f)) the reversion occurs faster compared to the samples 60% cold 

rolled and after annealed at the same temperatures(Fig. 7.4(c,e)). However, at 800 and 

1000°C annealing temperatures for both cold rolling conditions (Fig. 7.4(k-n)), the  

and ' martensites start to appear again and it is difficult to eliminate them completely. 

This fact leads to conclude that these  and ' martensites were formed during water 

quenching after soaking. This phenomena has been also reported in other Fe-Mn 

alloys
(19-22)

. 

  

It is easy to check in samples annealed at 1000°C for both cold rolling conditions (Fig. 

7.4(m,n)) that the ’ martensite has formed within two twin boundaries or at the 

intersection of two  martensite plates and in some regions at grain boundaries and 

spread within the parent γ grain. This preferred nucleation sites for ’ martensite 

detected here are in accordance with the literature
(23-25)

. On the other, hand Ding et al.
(2)

 

have reported that  martensite nucleates through the stacking faults generated by partial 

dislocations or from the overlap of these faults.  

 (a)  (b)  

Figure 7.4. Phase maps of the samples cold rolled with the following thickness 

reductions and annealing: (a) 60%; (b) 90%; (c) 60%, 625°C; (d) 90%, 625°C; (e) 60%, 

650°C; (f) 90%, 650°C; (g) 60%, 675°C; (h) 90%, 675°C; (i) 60%, 700°C; (j) 90%, 

700°C; (k) 60%, 800°C; (l) 90%, 800°C; (m) 60%, 1000°C; (n) 90%, 1000°C. Austenite 

(fcc) is in blue, red is ' martensite (bcc) and yellow is martensite  (hcp). The high 

angle grain boundaries (>15°) are in black.

20 m 20 m 
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(c)  (d)  

(e)  (f)  

(g)  (h)  

(cont.) Figure 7.4. Phase maps of the samples cold rolled with the following thickness 

reductions and annealing: (a) 60%; (b) 90%; (c) 60%, 625°C; (d) 90%, 625°C; (e) 60%, 

650°C; (f) 90%, 650°C; (g) 60%, 675°C; (h) 90%, 675°C; (i) 60%, 700°C; (j) 90%, 

700°C; (k) 60%, 800°C; (l) 90%, 800°C; (m) 60%, 1000°C; (n) 90%, 1000°C. Austenite 

(fcc) is in blue, red is ' martensite (bcc) and yellow is martensite  (hcp). The high 

angle grain boundaries (>15°) are in black.

 

20 m 20 m 

20 m 20 m 

20 m 20 m 
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(i)  (j)  

(k)  (l)  

(m)  (n)  

(cont.) Figure 7.4. Phase maps of the samples cold rolled with the following thickness 

reductions and annealing: (a) 60%; (b) 90%; (c) 60%, 625°C; (d) 90%, 625°C; (e) 60%, 

650°C; (f) 90%, 650°C; (g) 60%, 675°C; (h) 90%, 675°C; (i) 60%, 700°C; (j) 90%, 

700°C; (k) 60%, 800°C; (l) 90%, 800°C; (m) 60%, 1000°C; (n) 90%, 1000°C. Austenite 

(fcc) is in blue, red is ' martensite (bcc) and yellow is martensite  (hcp). The high 

angle grain boundaries (>15°) are in black.

20 m 20 m 

50 m 50 m 

50 m 50 m 
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Figure 7.5. Phase area fraction for the samples submitted to 60% (a) and 90% (b) 

thickness reduction and annealed at different temperatures. 
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Figure 7.6 shows the misorientation distributions for each phases present in the samples 

annealed at 1000°C initially subjected to 60 (Fig. 7.6 (a,c,e)) and 90% (Fig. 7.6 (b,d,f)) 

cold reduction. For austenite (Fig. 7.6 (a-b)) besides the presence of low angle 

boundaries, it is possible to verify first order twin boundaries (3), which are associated 

with 60° <111> misorientation
(26,27)

. 

 

According to K-S orientation relationship 24 equivalent crystallographic variants in ' 

martensite may be formed from an austenitic grain due to the cubic symmetry
(23)

. 

Morito et al.
(28)

 reported the axis/angle pairs between different variants of the K-S OR, 

which are consistent with the presented results. In the K-S relationship, there are certain 

combinations of the variants that show special coincidence site lattice (CSL) 

relationships, such as 3. The Table VII.2 show the 24 possible variants which satisfy 

the K-S OR and the 10 different angles which can be formed from these variants
(23,27)

. 

Table VII.2 also indicates the CSL relationships when Brandon criterion is satisfied
(29)

.  

 

Figures 7.6 (c, d) show that, for ’ martensite in this steel under study, it is noted that 

beyond  low angle boundaries is remarkable the presence of 50.51° misorientation 

angles. These angles simply indicate misorientation between two distinct variants in ’ 

martensite according to Naraghi et al
(23)

. Literature commonly reports 5 to 10° 

misorientations from the ideal <011>10.53º misorientation relationship between two 

variants
(27,28)

, but these peaks does not appear for ’ martensite in this analysis. Figures 

7.6 (c, d) also show 60° misorientation angles for ' martensite. Sang-Gyu Park et al. 

reported that packet boundaries with misorientation angles of 60° corresponds to the 

coincidence site lattice (CSL) 3 boundary
(30)

. 

 

According to Yang Ping et al.
(31) 

the approximately 70° misorientation in  martensite 

(Fig. 7.6(e,f)) is the misorientation angle between two variants formed on different 

{111}, 70°<110>. Jae-Bok Seol et al.
(32)

 affirm that the habit plane between  and -

plates is {111} and that this OR is Shoji-Nishiyama (S-N)
(12)

, {111}{0002} and 

[112][1100] or [110]//[1120]. This ~70° are also easy to see in the phase maps 

showed before for samples annealed at 1000°C for both cold rolling conditions (Fig. 

7.4(m,n)) and it has being frequently reported in the literarture
(33,34)

. 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0921509312015134
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Table VII.2. The 24 K-S variants and misorientations angles from the variant V1
(23, 27)

. 

Variant 

number 
Plane parallel 

Direction 

parallel 

Misorientations 

angles  from V1 

(°) 

CSL
*
 

1 

(111)//(011)’ 

[ 01]//[ 1]’ - - 

2 [ 01]//[ 1 ]’ 60.0 3 

3 [01 ]//[ 1]’ 60.0 - 

4 [01 ]//[ 1 ]’ 10.53 1 

5 [1 0]//[ 1]’ 60.0 - 

6 [1 0]//[ 1 ]’ 49.47 11 

7 

(1 1)//(011)’ 

[10 ]//[ 1]’ 49.47 19b 

8 [10 ]//[ 1 ]’ 10.53 1 

9 [ 0]//[ 1]’ 50.51 - 

10 [ 0]//[ 1 ]’ 50.51 - 

11 [011]//[ 1]’ 14.88 1 

12 [011]//[ 1 ]’ 57.21 - 

13 

( 11)//(011)’ 

[0 1]//[ 1]’ 14.88 1 

14 [0 1]//[ 1 ]’ 50.51 - 

15 [ 0 ]//[ 1]’ 57.21 - 

16 [ 0 ]//[ 1 ]’ 20.61 - 

17 [110]//[ 1]’ 51.73 - 

18 [110]//[ 1 ]’ 47.11 - 

19 

(11 )//(011)’ 

[ 10]//[ 1]’ 50.51 - 

20 [ 10]//[ 1 ]’ 57.21 - 

21 [0 ]//[ 1]’ 20.61 - 

22 [0 ]//[ 1 ]’ 47.11 - 

23 [101]//[ 1]’ 57.21 - 

24 [101]//[ 1 ]’ 21.06 - 

* Coincidence site lattice is indicated when Brandon criterion
(29)

 is satisfied. 
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Figure 7.6. Misorientations distributions for samples annealed at 1000°C initially 

subjected to 60% cold rolled showing austenite (a), ’ martensite (c) and  martensite 

(e). The (b), (d) and (f) represent the same phases, respectively, but for the samples cold 

rolled with 90% thickness reduction and annealed at 1000°C. 
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(cont.) Figure 7.6. Misorientations distributions for samples annealed at 1000°C initially 

subjected to 60% cold rolled showing austenite (a), ’ martensite (c) and  martensite 

(e). The (b), (d) and (f) represent the same phases, respectively, but for the samples cold 

rolled with 90% thickness reduction and annealed at 1000°C. 
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(cont.) Figure 7.6. Misorientations distributions for samples annealed at 1000°C initially 

subjected to 60% cold rolled showing austenite (a), ’ martensite (c) and  martensite 

(e). The (b), (d) and (f) represent the same phases, respectively, but for the samples cold 

rolled with 90% thickness reduction and annealed at 1000°C. 
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Figures 7.7 and 7.8 show the microstructural characterization by TEM. In the sample 

cold rolled with 60% thickness reduction residual austenite was not identified with this 

technique (Fig. 7.7), differently of the result obtained by EBSD (Fig. 7.4 (a)) which 

analysed a larger area. The ’ martensite was found to have different dislocation density 

and irregular shape. Figure 7.7(a) shows areas of high while Figure 7.7(c) shows low 

dislocation density. According to Tae-Ho Lee et.al.
(34) 

the intersection of two  

martensite plates results in ’ martensite formation and their morphologies are diverse, 

as parallelograms confined within an intersecting area or irregular shapes consisting of 

several overlapped ’ martensite laths. 

 

  
                                   (a)                                                                 (b) 

  
                                      (c)                                                               (d) 

Figure 7.7. Representative bright field TEM micrograph (a) with a corresponding 

diffraction pattern, taken from region “A” (b), for the 60 % cold rolled steel showing 

high dislocation density martensitic grains. Bright field TEM micrograph (c) with a 

corresponding diffraction pattern, taken from region “B” (d), showing low dislocation 

density martensitic grains. 

 

It is clear in Figure 7.8(a, b) that following annealing at 625°C austenite formation took 

place. Significant amount of annealing twins was observed in austenite (Fig. 7.8(a)) 

which corroborates the result presented in Figure 7.3(a) by EBSD. Sometimes there are 
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some difficulties for indexing by EBSD twins which are just tens of nanometers
(10)

, but 

with TEM they became easier to be identified, as shown in Figure 7.8(a). It was verified 

in Figure 7.8(c) that there are austenitic grains with low dislocation density. The 

dislocation density in ’ martensite significantly decreased after annealing (Fig. 7.8(d)) 

when compared to the cold rolled condition (Fig. 7.7(a)). 

 

      
                                    (a)                                                               (b) 

 
(c) 

 
                             (d)                                                                   (e) 

Figure 7.8. A representative bright field TEM micrograph (a) with a corresponding 

diffraction pattern, taken from region “C” (b), for the 60 % cold rolled and annealed at 

625°C steel showing annealing twins and some dislocations in austenitic grain (a) as 

well a net-work of linear dislocations (c). Bright field TEM micrograph (d) with a 

corresponding diffraction pattern, taken from region “D” (e), showing dislocation 

structure in ’ martensite. 
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Figure 7.9 shows the Inverse Pole Figure (IPF) obtained by EBSD for samples cold 

rolled with 60 and 90% reduction and annealed at different temperatures. In this 

crystallographic orientation maps the high angle boundaries (> 15°) are highlighted in 

black and the low angle (< 2°) in red. 

 

 (a)  (b)  

(c)  (d)  

(e)  (f)  

Figure 7.9. Inverse Pole Figure maps of the samples cold rolled with the following 

thickness reductions and annealing: (a) 60%; (b) 90%; (c) 60%, 625°C; (d) 90%, 625°C; 

(e) 60%, 650°C; (f) 90%, 650°C; (g) 60%, 675°C; (h) 90%, 675°C; (i) 60%, 700°C; (j) 

90%, 700°C; (k) 60%, 800°C; (l) 90%, 800°C; (m) 60%, 1000°C; (n) 90%, 1000°C. (o) 

Reference stereographic triangles for each phase. 

20 m 20 m 

20 m 20 m 

20 m 20 m 
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(g)  (h)  

(i)  (j)  

(k)  (l)  

(cont.) Figure 7.9. Inverse Pole Figure maps of the samples cold rolled with the 

following thickness reductions and annealing: (a) 60%; (b) 90%; (c) 60%, 625°C; (d) 

90%, 625°C; (e) 60%, 650°C; (f) 90%, 650°C; (g) 60%, 675°C; (h) 90%, 675°C; (i) 

60%, 700°C; (j) 90%, 700°C; (k) 60%, 800°C; (l) 90%, 800°C; (m) 60%, 1000°C; (n) 

90%, 1000°C. (o) Reference stereographic triangles for each phase. 
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20 m 20 m 
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(m)  (n)  

 (o)  

(cont.) Figure 7.9. Inverse Pole Figure maps of the samples cold rolled with the 

following thickness reductions and annealing: (a) 60%; (b) 90%; (c) 60%, 625°C; (d) 

90%, 625°C; (e) 60%, 650°C; (f) 90%, 650°C; (g) 60%, 675°C; (h) 90%, 675°C; (i) 

60%, 700°C; (j) 90%, 700°C; (k) 60%, 800°C; (l) 90%, 800°C; (m) 60%, 1000°C; (n) 

90%, 1000°C. (o) Reference stereographic triangles for each phase. 

 

The use of orientation distribution functions (ODFs) by three Euler angles, using the 

Bunge notation, is necessary for better interpretation of texture results. The section 

2=45° in the Bunge space (Fig. 7.10) has particular importance to evaluate the ’ 

martensite and austenite textures in rolled metals because it shows the main components 

and fibers of interest
(35)

. 

 

 

Figure 7.10. Section 2=45° in Bunge space
(35)

. 

50 m 50 m 
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Figure 7.11 shows ODFs for ’ martensite, sections 2=0° and 2=45°,  for samples 

cold rolled with 60 and 90% reduction and annealed at different temperatures. Similarly, 

Figure 7.12 shows the same ODFs for the same samples with respect to the austenite. 

 

  
(a) 60% CR - ’ martensite 

 

(b) 90% CR - ’ martensite 
 

  
(c) 60% CR, 625°C - ’ martensite 

 

(d) 90% CR, 625°C - ’ martensite 
 

  
(e) 60% CR, 650°C - ’ martensite 

 

(f) 90% CR, 650°C - ’ martensite 
 

  
(g) 60% CR, 1000°C - ’ martensite 

 

(h) 90% CR, 1000°C - ’ martensite 
 

Figure 7.11. ’ martensite orientation distribution functions (ODFs), sections 2=0° and 

2=45°, for samples cold rolled with 60 and 90% reduction and annealed at different 

temperatures. 
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(a) 60% CR – austenite 
 

 

  
(b) 60% CR, 625°C – austenite 

 

(c) 90% CR, 625°C -  austenite 
 

  
(d) 60% CR, 650°C – austenite 

 

(e) 90% CR, 650°C – austenite 
 

    
(f) 60% CR, 675°C – austenite 

 

(g) 90% CR, 675°C – austenite 
 

  

(h) 60% CR, 700°C – austenite 
 

(i) 90% CR, 700°C – austenite 

 

Figure 7.12. ustenite orientation distribution function (ODF), sections 2=0° and 

2=45°, for samples cold rolled with 60 and 90% reduction and annealed at different 

temperatures. 
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(j) 60% CR, 800°C – austenite 

 

(k) 90% CR, 800°C – austenite 
 

  
(l) 60% CR, 1000°C – austenite 

 

(m) 90% CR, 1000°C – austenite 
 

(cont.) Figure 7.12. ustenite orientation distribution function (ODF), sections 2=0° 

and 2=45°, for samples cold rolled with 60 and 90% reduction and annealed at 

different temperatures. 

 

When ’ martensite reverts to austenite during annealing two kinds of transformation 

texture can be expected. The austenite formed can recrystallize at the same time while 

the reversion process proceeds. If this simultaneous process occurs, the recrystallization 

texture is formed, whose intensity depends on the amount of strain accumulated before 

recrystallization. In this case, austenite shows Cube {100}<001> texture, which comes 

from Rotated Cube {001}<110> , Goss {110}<001> and Rotated Goss {011}<011> in 

’ martensite. On the other hand, if there is no austenite recrystallization, this phase 

develops a relatively sharp texture containing Brass {110}<112>, Copper {112}<111> 

and S {123}<634>, besides Goss {110}<001> component, as shown in Figure 7.12. 

The main components in ’ martensite which give rise to texture in austenite, without 

recrystallization, are {332}<113> and {113}<110>, which promote in austenite Brass 

{110}<112> and Copper {112}<111 >, respectively. Grains with orientations belonging 

to Fiber (<110> parallel to rolling direction) also give rise to the Copper in austenite. 

The transformation component S {123}<634> also tends to have their formation from 

’martensite orientations cited above, close to {112}<131> and also close to  Fiber 

components. The Goss {110}<001> component in the austenite originates in ’ 

martensite being part of them form Rotated Cu {112}<011>, or in components of  
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Fiber ({111} parallel to rolling plane), such as {111}<110>, and some parts also in 

Fiber
(11,36-39)

.  

 

Figure 7.13 summarizes the major components involved in transformation texture 

relationship when there is no austenite recrystallization
(39)

. 

 



Figure 7.13. Section2 = 45° of Euler space: transformation texture relationship when 

there is no austenite recrystallization
(39)

. 

 

Thus, according to Figures 7.11 and 7.12, it was verified that the reversion of austenite 

occurs without simultaneously recrystallization. It can be proven because the Cube 

component is observed only in austenite for the sample 60% cold rolled and annealed at 

the higher temperature, 1000°C. This indicates that austenite recrystallization occurs 

only in such high temperature for this steel submitted to the already described 

thermomechanical treatment. It is also important to emphasize that the ’ martensite 

rolling texture is similar to ferritic steels subjected to high cold reductions in thickness 

(Fig. 7.11(a,b))
(11,36)

. 

 

Figure 7.12 (a-c) show that for samples cold rolled with 60% reduction and the least 

recrystallized (60 and 90% cold reduction, annealed at 625°C) there is a representative 

presence of grains with Goss orientation in austenite and that as reversion proceeds this 

component tends to decrease in intensity and giving way to the Brass component arise. 

This trend is clearer in section 2=0 of ODFs. This fact is beneficial because is desirable 
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to have a higher Brass intensity in the final texture, since it becomes {332}<113>  in ’ 

martensite and promotes good formability
(11)

. It is known that two ’ martensite 

transformation components, {001}<110> and {113}<110>, produce significantly 

greater anisotropy of toughness compared to the third main direction, {332}<113>. 

Thus, from the point of view of good deep drawing, as well as strength and toughness, 

the component {332}<113> is the most beneficial among the principal texture 

components in ’ martensite and, consequently, its corresponding in austenite, Brass. In 

addition, this increase in Brass intensity in austenite (Fig. 7.12) occurs not only due to 

decreased of Goss component in the same phase, but mainly due to the disappearance of 

{332}<113> and components belonging to  Fiber in ’ martensite
(11,39)

. 

 

7.4. Conclusions 

 

 It was found that the microstructure generated after austenite reversion is more 

refined for samples which were initially subjected to higher cold reduction due 

to more intense nucleation. 

 Through the boundaries analysis (LAGB,  and THAGBs) via EBSD it was 

verified that the nucleation and growing processes are faster for the 625°C 

annealed sample, initially cold rolled with 90% reduction, due to the greater 

stored energy during deformation. 

 The transformation induced by deformation occurs in two steps  →  → ' and 

' martensite tends to be the major phase with the deformation increasing. 

 The ' and  martensite reversion into austenite during annealing is practically 

complete at 700°C regardless of deformation amount and it occurs faster for 

samples initially 90% cold rolled. 

 The  and ' martensites start to form again for samples annealed at 800 and 

1000°C in the quenching.  

 The misorientations at phase boundaries are mostly corresponding to K-S OR 

between austenite and ’ martensite. 

 The 60°<111> misorientation in austenite corresponds to 3 twin boundaries.  
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 The 50.51° misorientation angle in ’ martensite indicates misorientation 

between two distinct variants in this phase and the 60° misorientation also 

corresponds to 3 boundaries. 

 The approximately 70° in  martensite is the misorientation angle between two 

variants formed on different {111}, 70°<110>  and it assumes the S-N OR. 

 The microstructural characterization by TEM showed that the ’ martensite have 

different dislocation density and irregular shape in the 60% cold rolled sample. 

In addition, the subsequently annealed sample at 625°C showed significant 

amount of annealing twins corroborating the EBSD results. It was also detected 

by TEM that there are austenitic grains with low dislocation density. 

 It was proved by transformation texture analysis that the reversion of austenite 

occurs without simultaneously recrystallization because the Cube component 

was observed only in austenite for the sample 60% cold rolled and annealed at 

1000°C, indicating that austenite recrystallization occurs just in such high 

temperature. 

 As reversion proceeds Goss component tends to give place to Brass in austenite. 

This fact is beneficial because it becomes {332}<113>  in ’ martensite after 

phase transformation and could promote good formability as well as high 

strength and toughness.  
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CHAPTER 8: FINAL CONSIDERATIONS 

 

8.1. Summary of results 

 

From the thermodynamic, kinetic, crystallographic, microstructural and mechanical 

studies the main conclusions were: 

 

 The stacking fault energy for the TRIP/TWIP steel in study was estimated to be 14.5 

mJ/m
2
, indicating the possible occurrence of martensitic transformation as 

deformation mechanism before twinning. 

 Both  and α′ martensite formed after different cooling rates are assisted by some 

strain resulting from solidification or thermal contraction. 

 The phase-transformation kinetics is favored by a longer cooling time, as inside 

furnace.  

 The hardening ability is enhanced due to the TRIP effect resulting from strain-

induced martensitic transformation producing a high work hardening exponent, 

n = 0.33. 

 ' martensite into austenite reversion occurs via shearing together with diffusion 

mechanism. 

 Austenite reversion is more effective and faster at higher temperatures when it has 

greater stored energy from deformation process. 

 The dislocation density is high in austenite, even for samples after annealing, proven 

that the presence of the shear reversion mechanism is noteworthy. 

 It was found that the microstructure generated after austenite reversion is more 

refined for samples which were initially subjected to higher cold reduction due to 

more intense nucleation. In addition the nucleation and growth processes are faster 

during annealing for samples initially cold rolled with higher reduction, due to the 

greater stored energy during deformation. 

 The martensitic transformation occurs in two steps  →  → ' and ' martensite 

tends to be the major phase with the deformation increasing. 

 The ' and  martensite reversion into austenite during annealing is practically 

complete at 700°C regardless of deformation amount in cold rolling. 
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 The  and ' martensites form by quenching after annealing at temperatures higher 

than 800°C.  

 The misorientations at phase boundaries are mostly corresponding to K-S OR 

between austenite and ’ martensite and to S-N OR between  martensite and 

austenite. 

 The reversion of austenite occurs without simultaneously recrystallization once the 

Cube component was not observed in full annealed samples, just at 1000°C. 

 As reversion proceeds Goss component tends to give place to Brass in austenite. 

This fact is beneficial because it becomes {332}<113>  in ’ martensite after phase 

transformation and could promote good formability as well as high strength and 

toughness.  

 

8.2. Suggestions for future investigations  

 

 Evaluate via interrupted tensile tests the deformation mechanisms involved and to 

estimate via XRD/MAUD the stacking fault probability in austenite for low 

deformation. 

 Investigate through EBSD the internal misorientation and/or the difference in grain 

size associated austenitic grains, separating them in those formed due the reversion 

of ’ martensite from those recrystallized. Thus, according to the texture evolution 

to determine more accurately the temperature at which reversed austenite starts to 

recrystallize. This is possible because the higher is the internal misorientation it 

means that this austenitic grain could just be from reversion process and not 

recrystallized. 

 Evaluate if variant selection occurs during the reversion process of austenite by 

EBSD and/or TEM. 
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